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COMPLAINT 

I. Nature of Action 

1. This action is brought under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 for violations and threatened violations of 

Plaintiffs right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment under the Eighth and 

Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution, and Plaintiff's rights to be free 

from violations of his substantive and procedural due process rights under the Fourteenth 

Amendment to the United States Constitution. Plaintiff seeks equitable, injunctive, and 

declaratory relief. 

2. Plaintiff has exhausted his administrative remedies under O.A.C 5120-9-31, Inmate 

Grievance Procedure (Ex. 1). On August 4, 2004, Plaintiff filed a grievance with the 

Inspector of Institutional Services, alleging that the method and means of execution used in 

Ohio would subject him to a violation of his rights to substantive and procedural due 

process and to be free from cruel and unusual punishment. (Ex. 2) On August 9, 2004, the 

Inspector of Institutional Services disposed of Plaintiffs grievance by concluding that it was 

not grievable under O.A.C. 5120-9-31. (Ex. 3) On August 18, 2004, Plaintiff appealed this 

decision to the Chief Inspector. (Ex. 4) Per the Chieflnspector's response (Ex. 5), Plaintiff 

directly grieved these issues to the Chief Inspector. (Ex. 6) On November 9, 2004, the 

Chief Inspector dismissed the grievance. (Ex. 7). O.A.C. 5120-9-31(1)(3) and (L) state that 

"[t]he decision of the chief inspector or designee is final." Therefore, Plaintiff has 

exhausted his administrative remedies. 

3. This complaint was originally filed on June 10, 2004, as Case No. 2:04-cv-00532. (Ex. 8, 

Docket) The complaint was filed two months before the Ohio Supreme Court set an 

execution date for prior co-plaintiff, Adremy Dennis. As shown on the docket, on August 
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24, 2004, Plaintiff Dennis filed a motion for preliminary injunction to stay execution (doc. 

9). With the motion for preliminary injunction, Plaintiff filed exhibits demonstrating that 

Plaintiff took all measures to expedite the proceedings and avoid needless delay, including 

sending a letter to Defendants' counsel which (A) made reference to Plaintiffs desire to 

expedite the adjudication of the complaint by reference to Nelson v. Campbell; (B) asked 

them to acknowledge service of Plaintiffs complaint on their clients; (C) asked them if they 

would be able to file an Answer by July 26, 2004; (D) asked them to agree to a Rule 26(f) 

discovery meeting between counsel for the parties by July 26, 2004; (E) asked them if they 

would agree to comply with Rule 26(a) by July 26, 2004; (f) included a draft of a first set of 

requests for production of documents to expedite the adjudication of the merits, even though 

Plaintiff could not yet formally engage in discovery; and (G) asked Defendants' counsel to 

respond to the letter as soon as possible. (doc. 9) Plaintiff also filed motions to set trial date 

on or before Oct. 8, 2004 (doc. 16), to compel Defendants to answer the complaint (doc. 

17), and to compel discovery (doc. 19). On September 16,2004, the district court issued an 

opinion concluding that Plaintiff's complaint was properly filed as a § 1983 action, but 

denying the motion for preliminary injunction to stay the execution. (doc. 14). On 

September 24, 2004, the district court granted Defendants' motion to dismiss the complaint 

under Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6). In its opinion, the district court concluded that Plaintiffs had 

not exhausted administrative remedies, and dismissed the action without prejudice. (doc. 

20). 

4. In this action, Plaintiff claims that Defendants' current method of lethal injection can and 

will, in effect, cause him to be tortured to death. No government within the United States 
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can intentionally or negligently use an arbitrary, cruel, and/or unreliable method of 

execution. 

5. Defendants intend to violate Plaintiffs constitutional rights by executing him with drugs 

that include a paralyzing agent veterinarians will not use for the euthanasia of cats and dogs. 

This paralyzing drug can and will cast a chemical veil over the excruciatingly painful effects 

of death by suffocation and heart attack. Defendants' lethal injection protocol includes an 

unreliable ultrashort-acting anesthetic that can and will leave Plaintiff conscious but trapped 

in a paralyzed body wracked with the pain of suffocation and a heart attack. Defendants 

intend to execute Plaintiff with unreliable and arbitrary drugs, administered by inadequately 

trained personnel, who use inappropriate equipment and methods to cause death by lethal 

injection. 

6. The claims in this complaint are cognizable under 42 U.S.C. § 1983; they need not be 

brought in a habeas action. This lawsuit is not and should not be treated as being a 

successor habeas corpus petition. See Nelson v. Campbell, 541 U.S._, 2004 U.S. LEXIS 

3680 (2004). Plaintiff is not challenging his underlying capital conviction or death sentence 

in this present action; nor is he saying that Defendants could never execute him. Plaintiff 

could be executed if (1) no separate legal challenge overturns his capital conviction or death 

sentence; (2) he is not granted executive clemency; and (3) Defendants design a 

constitutionally acceptable method for executing him. 

7. Plaintiff seeks a preliminary and permanent injunction preventing Defendants from 

executing him by the means currently employed for carrying out an execution by lethal 

injection in the State of Ohio. Plaintiff also seeks an Order declaring that Defendants' 
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current methods for conducting an execution by lethal injection violates the Eighth and 

Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution. 

II. Plaintiff 

8. Richard Cooey is a United States citizen and a resident of the State of Ohio. He is currently 

a death-sentenced inmate in the custody of Defendants, and under the control and 

supervision of the State of Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and Correction, who have him 

incarcerated in the Mansfield Correctional Institution in Mansfield, Ohio, under Inmate 

#194-016. IfPlaintiffCooey's capital conviction and/or death sentence is not overturned in 

another judicial proceeding or through executive clemency, then Defendants will execute 

him. Upon information and belief, it is the intention of Defendants, acting in concert with 

other state officials not named as defendants herein, to use the lethal injection methods 

described herein to execute Richard Cooey in the death house located on the grounds of the 

Southern Ohio Correctional Facility, which is operated and controlled by the Defendants. 

III. Defendants 

9. Defendant Robert Taft is, and at all times relevant was, the Governor of the State of Ohio. 

He is the final executive authority in the state, statutorily and constitutionally responsible for 

the execution of all sentences of death in Ohio and the manner in which those sentences are 

performed. 

10. Defendant Reginald A. Wilkinson is, and at all times relevant was, the Director of the State 

of Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and Correction (DR C), a department of the State of 

Ohio created and maintained under O.R.C. § 5120. As such, O.R.C. § 5120.01 charges and 

authorizes Defendant Wilkinson is to prescribe and direct the promulgation of rules and 

regulations for the DRC, including the rules and regulations for the conduct of prison 
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operations and execution procedures. He is sued here in his individual and official capacity 

for the purpose of obtaining declaratory and injunctive relief. 

11. Defendant James Haviland is, and at all times relevant was, Warden of the Southern Ohio 

Correctional Facility at Lucasville (SOCF), a correctional institution of the DRC that was 

created and is maintained under O.R.C. § 5120.05, and which is the prison where sentences 

of death are executed in the State of Ohio. Under O.R.C. § 5120.38, Defendant Haviland, as 

the Warden ofSOCF, is charged with management ofSOCF and the oversight and conduct 

of operations there. This includes the oversight and conduct of executions carried out there. 

He is sued here in his individual and official capacity for the purpose of obtaining 

declaratory and injunctive relief. 

12. Defendants, and each of them at all times relevant hereto, were acting in their respective 

official capacities with respect to all acts described herein, and were in each instance acting 

under the color and authority of state law. Upon information and belief, unless preliminarily 

and permanently enjoined, the Defendants, and each of them, intend to act in their respective 

official capacities and under the authority of state law by executing Plaintiff by utilizing 

lethal injection methods that will violate his constitutional rights. 

IV. Jurisdiction and Venue 

13. P1aintiffbrings this action to enforce and protect rights conferred by the Eighth Amendment 

to the United States Constitution, as incorporated by the Fourteenth Amendment to the 

United States Constitution, and to enforce and protect rights conferred by the Fourteenth 

Amendment to the United States Constitution. 

14. This Court has jurisdiction over this matter under 28 U.S.C. § 1331, in that it arises under 

the Constitution of the United States; under 28 U.S.C. § 1343(a)(3), in that it is brought to 
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redress deprivations, under color of state authority, of rights, privileges, and immunities 

secured by the United States Constitution; under 28 U.S.C. § 1343(a)(4), in that it seeks to 

secure equitable relief under an act of Congress, specifically 42 U.S.C. § 1983, which 

provides a cause of action for the protection of civil rights; under 28 U.S.C. § 220l(a), in 

that, one purpose of this action is to secure declaratory relief; and under 28 U.S.C. § 2202, 

in that one purpose of this action is to secure preliminary and permanent injunctive relief. 

15. This Court has supplemental jurisdiction over any state statutory claim asserted by Plaintiff 

under 28 U.S.C. § 1367, in that, the state and federal claims are derived from a common 

nucleus of operative facts. 

16. This Court has venue under 28 U.S.C. § 139l(b)(l) in that all of the Defendants are situated 

within the State of Ohio and each of them resides within the Southern District of Ohio, and 

under 28 U.S.C. § 139l(b)(2) in that all of the events described herein have and will 

transpire (absent judicial relief) within this judicial district. Defendant Taft exercises his 

final authority over the other Defendants in the seat of Ohio's government, located in 

Franklin County, Ohio; the lethal injection execution procedures were promulgated by 

Defendant Wilkinson in Franklin County, Ohio; and Warden Haviland has executed other 

Ohio imnates and intends to execute Plaintiff in Scioto County, Ohio, by the method of 

lethal injection described herein. 

V. Facts Common to All Claims and Relief Sought 

17. Plaintiff incorporates by reference all facts and allegations described throughout this 

complaint as if fully re-written herein. 

18. If Plaintiff's capital conviction and/or death sentence are not overturned in another judicial 

proceeding or through executive clemency, then Defendants will execute Plaintiff. 
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19. Defendants intend to execute Plaintiff by employing the same means and methods oflethal 

injection as have been used since Ohio resumed executions in 1999. As of 2001, Ohio's 

sole means of execution has been lethal injection. 

20. According to a letter written by Defendant Haviland dated April 19, 2002 (Ex. 9), and two 

letters written by Vince Lagana, one dated May 30, 2002 (Ex. 1 OA), the other dated January 

30, 2004 (Ex. 1 OB), a staff attorney for the DRC, Defendants have executed others and, 

upon information and belief, Defendants intend to execute Plaintiff by the following means. 

Three drngs will be administered: two grams of thiopental sodium in normal saline 

concentration; one hundred milligrams of pancuronium bromide ill normal saline 

concentration; and 100 milliequivalents of potassium chloride ill normal saline 

concentration. At least the following equipment will be utilized: Angiocath Abbocath-T; 

primary IV Set No. 1820 (70 inch); and 0.9% sodium chloride, 1000 mi. 

21. According to the letter dated May 30, 2002 authored by attorney Lagana (Ex. lOA), 

Defendants contend that they do not have to release all information descriptive of the lethal 

injection procedures, including but not limited to information regarding any other equipment 

used; the personnel involved in the execution procedures; the education, training, expertise, 

and experience of the personnel involved; or any other details surrounding this procedure. 

22. Upon information and belief, neither Defendants nor their agents have publicly disclosed all 

material and relevant details surrounding the process by which Defendants chose the method 

of lethal injection they use; nor have Defendants or their agents publicly disclosed all 

material and relevant details pertaining to the personnel involved in the lethal injection 

execution procedure, including but not limited to any education, credentials, training, 
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expertise, or other factors that qualify or disqualify them from being involved in Ohio's 

lethal injection execution procedures. 

23. Upon information and belief, Defendants and/or their agents simply copied lethal injection 

procedures from another state or other states without investing meaningful and independent 

efforts designed to ensure that Ohio's lethal injection execution procedures comply with 

contemporary medical standards and long-standing constitutional standards that forbid the 

infliction of excruciating, cruel, and unusual pain and punishment. 

24. Upon information and belief, Defendants' intended means of executing Plaintiff are 

inadequate, unreliable, and arbitrary; and Defendants' lethal injection execution procedures 

will cause Plaintiff to suffer excruciating pain and cruel and unusual punishment. 

Expert Opinion on Ohio's Lethal Injection Drugs 

25. According to the attached affidavit of Mark J.S. Heath (Ex. II), a medical doctor board 

certified in anesthesiology, Defendants' lethal injection execution procedure will, upon 

information and belief, violate Plaintiffs constitutional rights. Dr. Heath's affidavit was 

prepared for previous litigation wherein two Ohio death row inmates (Lewis Williams and 

John Glenn Roe) filed a complaint similar to the instant complaint to challenge the 

constitutionality of Ohio's execution procedures. That earlier lawsuit pre-dated the United 

States Supreme Court's decision in Nelson v. Campbell (decided May 24, 2004). As a 

result, the court treated that lawsuit as a successor habeas petition and dismissed it; and 

Defendants executed Williams and Roe. Upon information and belief, Dr. Heath's position 

as set forth in his attached affidavit remains substantially the same; and he or a similarly 

qualified expert can and will provide testimony in support of the instant lawsuit by 
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providing expert testimony to show that Defendants' execution procedures violate Plaintiffs 

constitutional rights for reasons that include but are not limited to the following: 

A) The letters by Warden Haviland and attorney Lagana state that as part of 
its protocol for lethal injection Ohio uses the drugs sodium thiopental (also know 
as "thiopental sodium" and "pentothal"), pancuronium bromide (also know as 
"pancuronium" and "Pavulon"), and potassium chloride (also known as "KCI"). 
Heath Affidavit ~ 6. 

B) A major concern about the protocol relates to the use of the drug 
pancuronium bromide. Pancuronium paralyzes all voluntary muscles, but does 
not affect sensation, consciousness, cognition, or the ability to feel pain and 
suffocation. If the thiopental and potassium are to be given in doses sufficient to 
cause death, then it is my opinion held to a reasonable degree of medical certainty 
that there would be no rational or medically justifiable place in the protocol for 
pancuronium. Heath Affidavit~ 8. 

C) If thiopental is not properly administered in a dose sufficient to cause 
death or at least the loss of consciousness for the duration of the execution 
procedure, then it is my opinion held to a reasonable degree of medical certainty 
that the use of pancuronium places the condemned inmate at risk for consciously 
experiencing paralysis, suffocation, and the excruciating pain of the intravenous 
injection of high dose potassium chloride. Heath Affidavit~ 9. 

D) Based on the information available to me, it is my opinion held to a 
reasonable degree of medical certainty that Ohio's lethal injection protocol creates 
an unacceptable risk that the inmate will not be anesthetized to the point of being 
unconscious and unaware of pain for the duration of the execution procedure. If 
the inmate is not frrst successfully anesthetized, then it is my opinion to a 
reasonable degree of medical certainty that the pancuronium will paralyze all 
voluntary muscles and mask external, physical indications of the excruciating 
pain being experienced by the inmate during the process of suffocating (caused by 
the pancuronium) and having a cardiac arrest (caused by the potassium chloride). 
Heath Affidavit~ 10. 

E) If administered alone, a lethal dose of pancuronium would not 
immediately cause a condemned inmate to lose consciousness. It would totally 
immobilize the inmate by paralyzing all voluntary muscles and the diaphragm, 
causing the inmate to suffocate to death while experiencing an intense, conscious 
desire to inhale. Ultimately, consciousness would be lost, but it would not be lost 
as an immediate and direct result of the pancuronium. Rather, the loss of 
consciousness would be due to suffocation, and would be preceded by the torment 
and agony caused by suffocation. Heath Affidavit ~ 11. 
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F) It is my understanding that Ohio's execution protocol requires the 
presence of media witnesses to the execution, and permits the presence of 
witnesses chosen by the inmate and chosen by the victim's surviving family 
members. It is my opinion based on a reasonable degree of medical certainty that 
the use of pancuronium effectively nullifies the ability of witnesses to discern 
whether or not the condenmed prisoner is experiencing a peaceful or agonizing 
death. Regardless of the experience of the condenmed prisoner, whether he or she 
is deeply unconscious or experiencing the excruciation of suffocation, paralysis, 
and potassium injection, he or she will appear to witnesses to be serene and 
peaceful due to the relaxation and immobilization of the facial and other skeletal 
muscles. Heath Affidavit~ 13. 

G) Based on my research into issues related to lethal execution, I know that 
there was a time when pancuronium was an acceptable drug for use by 
veterinarians in the euthanasia of household pets such as dogs and cats; but that 
the use of pancuronium is now prohibited by many veterinary guidelines in this 
and other countries for precisely the reasons outlined above. Veterinary standards 
forbid creating the risk that household pets would die while pancuronium masks 
the type of excruciating pain human beings are exposed to in Ohio's execution 
protocol. The use of pancuronium fails to comport with the evolving "standard of 
decency" regarding the ending of life in household pets. In my medical opinion, 
based on a reasonable degree of medical certainty, the use of pancuronium in the 
lethal injection protocol for executing human beings violates standards of decency 
designed to prevent the infliction of excruciating pain and suffering on human 
beings. Heath Affidavit~ 14. 

H) Another major concern I have based on what I know about Ohio's lethal 
injection protocol relates to the use of sodium thiopental. Sodium thiopental is an 
ultrashort-acting barbiturate with a very short shelf life in liquid form. Thiopental 
is distributed in powder form to increase its shelf life; it must be mixed into a 
liquid solution by trained personal before it can be injected. Heath Affidavit~ 15. 

I) When anesthesiologists use sodium thiopental, we do so for the purposes 
of temporarily anesthetizing patients for sufficient time to intubate the trachea and 
institute mechanical support of ventilation and respiration. Once this has been 
achieved, additional drugs are administered to maintain a "surgical depth" or 
"surgical plane" of anesthesia (i.e., a level of anesthesia deep enough to ensure 
that a surgical patient feels no pain and is unconscious for the duration of the 
surgical procedure). The medical utility of thiopental derives from its ultrashort
acting properties: if unanticipated obstacles hinder or prevent successful 
intubation, patients will quickly regain consciousness and will resume ventilation 
and respiration on their own. Heath Affidavit~ 16. 

J) The benefits of thiopental in the operating room engender serious risks in 
the execution chamber. Based on the information I have available to me 
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concerning Ohio's execution protocol, a two (2) gram dose of sodium thiopental 
is apparently administered in a single injection from a single syringe. By contrast, 
based on my research and the research of others into the procedures for executing 
human beings by means of lethal injection, the original design of the lethal 
injection protocol called for the continuous intravenous administration of an 
ultrashort-acting barbiturate. Based on my research and the research of others, the 
central elements of the lethal-injection procedure used in Ohio is similar to the 
one adopted many years ago in Oklahoma (which, it appears, many states used as 
a model without substantive independent research). Oklahoma requires the 
"continuous intravenous administration of an ultrashort-acting barbiturate" 
(Oklahoma Statutes, Title 22 Criminal Procedure, Chapter 17 part 1014 A). It 
does not appear that Ohio's protocol includes this "continuous" requirement. The 
use of a continuous administration of the ultrashort-acting barbiturate is essential 
to ensure continued and sustained unconsciousness during the administration of 
pancuronium and potassium chloride. It is my opinion based on a reasonable 
degree of medical certainty that the failure to require a continuous infusion of 
thiopental places the condemned inmate at a needless and significant risk for the 
conscious experience of paralysis during the excruciating pain of both suffocation 
and the intravenous injection of potassium chloride. Heath Affidavit ~ 17. 

K) Based on my research into lethal injection, the dose of pentothal described 
in the Ohio protocol, 2 grams, is considerably lower than the doses described in 
the protocols of many states and the Federal Government. It is my opinion based 
on a reasonable degree of medical certainty that Ohio's relatively low dose of 
thiopental amplifies the concern relating to the single injection (as opposed to 
continuous infusion) of this ultrashort-acting barbiturate, thereby further elevating 
the risk that the condemned person will suffer excruciating pain masked by the 
pancuronium. Heath Affidavit~ 18. 

L) Above and beyond my concerns stated above about the drugs used in 
Ohio, the details of Ohio's lethal injection protocol that I have been made aware 
of do not account for procedures designed to ensure the proper preparation of the 
drugs used. I have not seen details regarding the credentials, certification, 
experience, or proficiency of the persounel who will be responsible for the mixing 
of the thiopental from powder form, or for the drawing up of the drugs into the 
syringes. Preparation of drugs, particularly for intravenous use, is a technical task 
requiring significant training in pharmaceutical concepts and calculations. It is 
my opinion based on a reasonable degree of medical certainty, and based on my 
review of lethal execution procedures in states that have disclosed more detailed 
information that what I have seen about Ohio's procedures, that there exist many 
risks associated with drug preparation that, if not properly accounted for, further 
elevate the risk that an inmate will consciously experience excruciating pain 
during the lethal injection procedures. Heath Affidavit~ 20. 
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M) The information available to me provides inadequate detail regarding the 
training, credentials, certification, experience, or proficiency of any prison 
employee, nurse or paramedic who performs the execution procedure. The 
absence of such detail raises critical questions about the degree to which 
condemned inmates risk suffering excruciating pain during the lethal injection 
procedure. It is my opinion based on a reasonable degree of medical certainty 
that the correct and safe management of intravenous drug and fluid administration 
requires a significant level of professional acumen, and can not be adequately 
performed by personnel lacking the requisite training and experience. The great 
majority of nurses are not trained in the use of ultrashort-acting barbiturates; 
indeed, this class of drugs is essentially only used by nurses who have significant 
experience in intensive care units and as nurse anesthetists. Very few paramedics 
are trained or experienced in the use of ultrashort-acting barbiturates. Based on 
my medical training and experience, and based upon my research of lethal 
injection procedures and practices, inadequacies in these areas elevate the risk that 
the lethal injection procedure will cause the condenmed to suffer excruciating 
pain during the execution process. Heath Affidavit~ 22. 

N) Based on my research into methods of lethal injection used by various 
states and the federal government, and based on my training and experience as a 
medical doctor specializing in anesthesiology, it is my opinion based on a 
reasonable degree of medical certainty that, given the apparent absence of a 
central role for a properly trained medical or veterinary professional in Ohio's 
execution procedure, it can and should be presumed that the lethal injection 
procedure Ohio employs creates medically unacceptable risks of infliction 
excruciating pain and suffering on inmates during the lethal injection procedure. 
Heath Affidavit ~ 26. 

Firsthand Account of Adverse Effects of Drug Failure 

26. Dr. Heath's opinions and observations are corroborated by the experience of persons like 

eye-surgery patient Carol Weihrer. During Ms. Weihrer's surgery, the sedative she received 

was ineffectual, leaving Ms. Weihrer conscious during her surgery. Due to the 

administration of a neuromuscular blocking agent like pancuronium bromide, however, she 

was unable to tell her doctors she was awake and in terrible pain: "I therefore experienced 

what has come to be known as Anesthesia Awareness, in which I was able to think lucidly, 

hear, perceive and feel everything that was going on during the surgery, but I was unable to 

move. It burnt like the fires of hell. It was the most terrifying, torturous experience you can 
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imagine. The experience was worse than death." (Ex. 12) The paralytic agent made Ms. 

Weihrer appear sedated even though she was experiencing intense pain as the doctors 

removed her eyeball. The combination of the kinds of chemicals Defendants use during 

Ohio's lethal injection procedures resulted in tills horrifYing experience. 

27. Defendants cannot rule out the possibility that the thiopental sodium (the short-acting 

sedative, which is the first drug administered during the lethal injection procedure) will fail 

to adequately sedate Plaintiff. 

28. Defendants' lethal injection protocol fails to require that a person with adequate medical 

training be present to witness the execution, to employ the medical monitoring equipment 

necessary to detect failures in the procedure, and to take appropriate steps if and when it 

becomes evident that the condemned imnate is suffering excruciating pain. 

29. Defendants' lethal injection protocol does not include nor require the use of any medical 

equipment designed to monitor the condemned person's heart beat, pulse, or brain waves 

during the execution (i.e., from the point at which the condemned person is strapped to the 

execution table in the execution chamber until death is pronounced). 

Statements by Dr. Mark Dershwitz 

30. On September 16, 2004, a New York Times article quoted Dr. Mark Dershwitz, a professor 

of anesthesiology at the Unversity of Massachusetts, expressing concern about the efficacy 

of similar if not identical lethal injection protocols in other states where post-execution 

blood tests showed much lower levels of the anesthetic than Dr. Dershwitz says is necessary 

to ensure sedation. Adam Liptak, On Death Row, A Battle Over the Fatal Cocktail, The 

New York Times (Sept. 16, 2004) (Ex. 13). Dr. Dershwitz found that the levels of 

barbiturate found in three blood samples from executed Kentucky inmate Edward Harper's 
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body were potentially troubling. Levels varied from 3 to 6.5 milligrams, when they should 

be much higher than 7 (the level at which about 50 percent of people are conscious and 50 

percent are unconscious), according to Dr. Dershwitz. Executions in South Carolina and 

North Carolina also caused concern. Under Dr. Dershwitz's standards, lawyers for 

Kentucky inmates argue, there was a 50 percent or greater chance that eight of the 

condemned men were conscious throughout their executions. In one of the cases, the 

likelihood was 90 percent. In four, it was I 00 percent. 

Improper Chemical Veil 

31. Upon information and belief, Defendants have no medically justified reason for using 

pancuronmm (or any other neuromuscular blocking agent) during the lethal injection 

procedures. 

32. Upon information and belief, using pancuronium or any other neuromuscular blocking agent 

in the lethal injection protocol serves no purpose other than to place Plaintiff into a state of 

"chemical entombment" while he consciously experiences suffocation, and the pain of 

potassium chloride and cardiac arrest. 

33. Upon information and belief, Defendants intend to use pancuromum or any other 

neuromuscular blocking agent for the sole but unconstitutional purpose of wrapping 

Plaintiff in a chemical veil to hide the muscular convulsions otherwise evident in human 

beings fighting suffocation and experiencing cardiac arrest. 

34. Upon information and belief, Defendants can offer no rational, non-arbitrary justification for 

using pancuronium. At best, Defendants' use of this drug creates unconstitutional risks in 

service of the unjustifiable purpose offered by Georgia Medical Examiner Dr. Sperry, who 

said, when testifying about a similar lethal injection method, that a neuromuscular blocking 
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agent is used "to paralyze ali the muscles such that those outwardly aesthetically unpleasant 

things are not seen and do not occur." State v. Michael Wavne Nance, Gwinnett County 

Superior Court, Indictment No. 95-B-2461-4, Tr. 39-40, July 30, 2002. Dr. Sperry may 

have meant that, even when properly sedated, a condemned person's body may convulse 

while dying during an execution by lethal injection. And, these convulsions would be 

"aesthetically unpleasant" for executioners and witnesses. This is not a constitutionally 

valid purpose. 

35. Once paralyzed, neither the Defendants nor the witnesses could tell if the sedative failed, 

leaving Plaintiff in horrific but undetectable pain. Witnesses viewing the lethal injection 

procedure and the general public will never realize the cruel fraud perpetrated upon them: 

instead of witnessing an inmate quiet and motionless, euphemistically thought of as being 

"put to sleep," they are in fact witnessing the chemical cover-up of an act of excruciating 

torture. 

36. Upon information and belief, Defendants fail to include in their execution methods readily 

available medical equipment which, if used by properly trained personnel, would alert 

Defendants and their executioner agents to the fact that the sedative failed but the paralytic 

agent took effect, thus leaving Plaintiff conscious but experiencing extreme pain as would 

be manifest by bodily functions monitored by the medical equipment. Defendants' methods 

of execution violate Plaintiff's constitutional rights by reason of the failure to put in place 

procedures for the use of medical monitoring equipment and other such necessary 

procedures and properly trained execution personnel to respond appropriately to the 

information revealed by the medical equipment. 

Inadequate Training of Execution Personnel 
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37. Upon information and belief, Defendants' lethal injection protocol fails to provide a person 

or persons with adequate medical training to witness the execution and stand ready to take 

appropriate steps if and when it becomes evident that the condemned inmate is suffering 

excruciating pain, and/or the drugs are not being properly delivered into the condemned 

inmate's body, and/or the drugs are not having their intended effect. 

38. Upon information and belief, Defendants' failure to provide rational, reliable directions or 

standards for the requisite training, education, and expertise of the personnel who carry out 

executions by lethal injection in Ohio leads to the conclusion that Defendants' execution 

methods violates Plaintiff's constitutional rights. 

39. Upon information and belief, Defendants' lethal injection execution procedures fail to 

address all factors necessary to ensure compliance with constitutional requirements, 

including but not limited to the following factors. If some or all of these factors have been 

addressed, then Defendants have violated Plaintiff's constitutional rights by failure to 

disclose them: 

A) the minimum qualifications, expertise, and training required for the 
different personnel performing the tasks involved in the lethal injection procedure 
after the catheter is inserted; 

B) the methods for obtaining, storing, mixing, and appropriately labeling the 
drugs, the minimum qualifications and expertise required for the person who will 
be determining the concentration and dosage of each drug to give, and the criteria 
that shall be used in exercising this discretion; 

C) the manner in which the IV tubing, three-way valve, saline solution, and 
other apparatus shall be modified or fixed in the event it is malfunctioning during 
the execution process, the minimum qualifications and expertise required of the 
person who shall have the discretion to decide to attempt such action, and the 
criteria that shall be used in exercising this discretion; 

17 
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D) the manner in which a heart monitoring system shall be installed and 
utilized to ensure that the inmate is deeply sedated while dying, and the 
qualifications and expertise required for the person who operates this equipment; 

E) the manner in which the IV catheters shall be inserted into the condenmed 
prisoner, the minimum qualifications and expertise required for the person who is 
given the responsibility and discretion to decide when efforts at inserting the IV 
catheters should be abandoned in favor of some other constitutionally acceptable 
procedure, and the manner in which the condition of the condenmed prisoner will 
be monitored to confirm that proceeding to the next procedure would not inflict 
severe and unnecessary pain and suffering on the condenmed prisoner; 

F) the minimum qualifications and expertise required of the person who is 
given the responsibility and discretion to order the staff to divert from the 
established protocols if necessary to avoid inflicting severe and unnecessary pain 
and suffering on the condemned prisoner, and the criteria that shall be used in 
exercising this discretion; and 

G) the minimum qualifications and expertise required of the person who is 
given the responsibility and discretion to ensure that appropriate procedures are 
followed in response to unanticipated problems or events arising during the lethal 
injection procedure, and the criteria that shall be used in exercising this discretion. 

Veterinarians Cannot Euthanize House Pets with the Drugs Defendants Use to Execute 
Human Beings 

40. Defendants intend to execute Plaintiff by using drugs veterinarians cannot use during the 

euthanasia of house pets. Specifically, using a paralyzing, neuromuscular blocking agent 

violates veterinarians' ethical standards. 

41. Using paralyzing agents violates veterinarians' ethical standards. The leading professional 

association of veterinarians prohibits the use of paralyzing agents during the euthanasia of 

house pets. The American Veterinarian Medical Association's (AVMA) year 2000 Report 

on Euthanasia clearly declares that " [a] combination of pentobarbital [an anesthetic in the 

same category of drugs as thiopental] with a neuro-muscular blocking agent [like 
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pancuronium] is not an acceptable euthanasia agent." (Ex. 14) It is not acceptable because 

the paralytic agent may mask the failure of the other drugs, resulting in a painful death. 

42. Since 1981, many states have passed laws governing the euthanasia of pets that preclude the 

use of a sedative in conjunction with a neuromuscular blocking agent. Texas, Tex. Health & 

Safety Code, § 821.052(a); Florida, Fla. Stat. §§ 828.058 and 828.065 (enacted in 1984); 

Georgia, Ga. Code Ann. § 4-11-5.1 (enacted in 1990); Maine, Me. Rev. Stat. Ann., Tit. 17, § 

1044 (enacted in 1987); Maryland, Md. Code Ann., Criminal Law, § 10-611 (enacted in 

2002); Massachusetts, Mass. Gen. Laws § 140: ISlA (enacted in 1985); New Jersey, 

N.J.S.A. 4:22-19.3 (enacted in 1987); New York, N.Y.Agric. & Mkts § 374 (enacted in 

1987); Oklahoma, Okla. Stat., Tit. 4, § 501 (enacted in 1981); Tennessee, Tenn.Code Ann.§ 

44-17-303 (enacted in 2001). Other states have implicitly banned such practices. See 

Illinois, 510 ll1. Comp. Stat., ch. 70, § 2.09; Kansas, Kan. Stat. Ann. § 47-1718(a); 

Louisiana, La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 3:2465; Missouri, 2 CSR 30-9.020(F)(5); Rhode Island, 

R.I. Gen. Laws § 4-1-34, Connecticut, Conn. Gen.Stat. § 22-344a; Delaware, Del.Code 

Ann., Tit. 3, § 8001; Kentucky, Ky.Rev.Stat. Ann. § 321.181(17) and 201 KAR 16:090, § 

5(1); South Carolina, S.C.Code Ann.§ 47-3-420. (See Ex. 15 (chart outlining statutes)) 

43. These statutory declarations, which embody societal values for the euthanasia of house pets, 

underscore the inhumanity of methods by which Defendants intend to execute Plaintiff. 

Euthanasia techniques banned as cruel to dogs and cats by definition violate standards of 

decency regarding the execution of human beings. The discordance between standards for 

pet euthanasia and Ohio's lethal execution procedures proves that Defendants' lethal 

injection procedures fall far outside contemporary standards of decency. Compare Atkins v. 

Virginia, 536 U.S. 304,315 (2002) ("It is not so much the number of these States [that have 
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banned executing those with retardation J that IS significant, but the consistency of the 

direction of change."). 

Plaintiff's Counsel Should Have The Right To Witness The Execution 

44. Plaintiff has a right to select three persons who are not confined in any state institution to 

witness their executions; plus they can ask the clergy-person in attendance to witness their 

executions. O.R.C. § 2949.25(A)(5). 

45. Defendants' execution procedures do not provide an automatic right for counsel for Plaintiff 

to be a witness to those parts of the execution process that are seen by those who are 

witnesses to an execution. Instead, Defendants' execution procedures permit counsel for 

Plaintiff to be a witness to the execution only if Plaintiff nominates counsel to be one of the 

three witnesses allotted by O.R.C. § 2949.25(A)(5), and by Defendants' customs and 

practices governing who actually witnesses an execution. 

46. Defendants execution procedures and O.R.C. § 2949.25(A)(2) permit the sheriff of the 

county where a condenmed person was tried and convicted to be a witness to an execution. 

Defendants' practices, routines, and formal and informal procedures and customs governing 

executions permit a prosecutor from the county where the condenmed inmate was tried and 

convicted to witness the execution without requiring representatives of the victim to yield 

one of the three witness positions they are entitled to select under O.R.C. § 2949.25(A)(6). 

47. Plaintiff should have the right to have their counsel witness their executions, just as 

representatives of the State, law enforcement, and the prosecuting authority have a right to 

witness the execution. Plaintiff should be able to exercise this right without being forced to 

choose between having his counsel be a witness in lieu of one of the three persons he can 

otherwise choose to be witnesses under O.R.C. § 2949.25(A)(5). Plaintiff is entitled to have 
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his counsel witness Plaintiffs execution in order to ensure that Plain~iff has an advocate 

present to represent his interests in the event something goes wrong during the execution 

process. 

46. Defendants have the power and authority to provide Plaintiff with the right to have his 

counsel witness Plaintiffs execution without forcing Plaintiff to use one of the three witness 

slots allotted by O.R.C. § 2949.25(A)(5). The fact that Defendants have this power and 

authority is illustrated and proven by the fact that Defendants have permitted and/or have 

expressed a willingness to permit persons to witness executions even if those persons do not 

fit squarely into one of the categories described in O.R.C. § 2949.25, including but not 

limited to allowing a prosecutor from the county where the condemned person was tried and 

convicted to witness an execution without taking one of the three witness slots allotted to the 

victim's family by O.R.C. § 2949.25(A)(6); allowing persons to witness an execution on 

behalf of the victim when they were not chosen to be a witness by an immediate member of 

the victim's family; and/or allowing persons to witness an execution when those persons 

were representatives of a victim whose murder did not lead to the death sentence underlying 

the execution. 

Injunctive Relief Warranted 

4 7. Plaintiff is entitled to a preliminary injunction stopping Defendants from executing him with 

the methods and procedures described herein because (I) there is a significant likelihood that 

he will prevail on the merits; (2) he will suffer irreparable harm if he is executed; (3) there is 

a great impact on the public's interest in making sure our govermnent does not behave like 

those of other nations we roundly condemn for utilizing execution methods that violate our 

nation's constitutional proscription against cruel and unusual punishment; and (4) there is a 
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substantial possibility that others under a sentence of death in Ohio will suffer 

unconstitutional executions unless this Court requires Defendants to design constitutionally 

acceptable execution procedures. Vittitow v. City of Upper Arlington, 43 F. 3d llOO, ll08-

1109 (6th Cir. 1995); Basicomputer Com. v. Scott, 973 F. 2d 507, 5ll (6th Cir. 1992). 

48. Plaintiff does not seek injunctive relief under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 as a means of attacking his 

underlying conviction or death sentence; rather, he simply seeks to utilize 42 U.S.C. § 1983 

as a legitimate means to stop Defendants from executing him in a manner that violates his 

constitutional rights. If Defendants implement execution procedures that do not violate 

Plaintiff's constitutional rights, then Defendants will be entitled to execute Plaintiff barring 

relief granted through some other judicial or clemency proceeding. 

49. 42 U.S.C. § 1983 provides, in pertinent part, for the protection of "any rights, privileges, or 

immunities secured by the Constitution and laws" against infringement by the states. When 

these rights are violated, 42 U.S.C. § 1983 creates an action for damages and injunctive relief 

for the benefit of "any citizen of the United States" against the state actor responsible for the 

violation. In accordance with the remedial nature of the statute, the coverage of 42 U.S.C. § 

1983 must be "liberally and beneficently construed." Dennis v. Higgins, 498 U.S. 439, 443 

(1991) (quoting Monell v. New York City Dept. of Social Services, 436 U.S. 658, 684 

(1978)). In order to effect this liberal construction, the Court has "given full effect to [the 

statute's] broad language" by recognizing that 42 U.S.C. § 1983 provides a remedy "against 

all forms of official violation of federally protected rights." Id. at 444. 

50. The Eighth Amendment's proscription against cruel and unusual punishment forbids the 

infliction of unnecessary pain in the execution of a death sentence. Louisiana ex rei. Francis 

v. Resweber, 329 U.S. 459, 463 (1947) (opinion of Reed, J.). A pnnishment is particularly 
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constitutionally offensive if it involves the foreseeable infliction of suffering. Furman v. 

Georgia, 408 U.S. 238, 273 (1973) (citing Resweber, supra (had failed execution been 

intentional and not unforeseen, punishment would have been, like torture, "so degrading and 

indecent as to amount to a refusal to accord the criminal human status")). State officials 

cannot use methods of execution that demonstrate deliberate indifference towards rights 

protected by the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments. See generally Nelson v. Campbell, 

541 U.S._, 2004 U.S. LEXIS 3680 (2004). 

51. It is foreseeable that death by lethal injection under the methods employed by Defendants 

will cause Plaintiff to suffer gratuitous pain. Far from producing a rapid and sustained loss 

of consciousness and a humane death, Defendants' means and methods of lethal injection can 

and will cause Plaintiff to consciously suffer a painful and protracted death. 

52. Defendants have failed to demonstrate that they have in place procedures and protocols to 

guard against equipment failure, drug failure, or other things that can and predictably will go 

wrong during the lethal injection process. Defendants have failed to demonstrate that they 

have installed equipment to monitor Plaintiffs bodily functions so that they can immediately 

detect any failure in the drug regimen used to sedate and then kill Plaintiff. Defendants have 

failed to demonstrate that they have chosen and plan to use drugs that will achieve the stated 

purpose of causing Plaintiffs death in compliance with constitutional requirements. 

VI. First Claim: Eighth Amendment Violation 

53. Plaintiff incorporates all preceding paragraphs as if fully rewritten herein. 

54. Defendants have created, maintained, and implemented lethal injection procedures, practices, 

customs, and methods that they intend to use to execute Plaintiff. Defendants' lethal 

injection methods manifest their deliberate indifference towards Plaintiffs constitutional 
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rights, both by what Defendants include and what they exclude from their methods of 

execution by lethal injection. These execution methods will violate Plaintiff's constitutional 

rights to be free from arbitrary, capricious, cruel, and unusually painful punishment, which 

rights are secured and guaranteed to him by the Eighth Amendment of the United States 

Constitution, as incorporated by the Fourteenth Amendment of the United States Constitution 

to limit Defendants' powers while acting individually or under the color and authority of 

state law. 

VII. Second Claim: Fourteenth Amendment Due Process Violation 

55. Plaintiff incorporates all preceding paragraphs as if fully rewritten herein. 

56. Defendants have created, maintained, and implemented lethal injection procedures, practices, 

customs, and methods that they intend to use to execute Plaintiff. Defendants' lethal 

injection methods manifest their deliberate indifference towards Plaintiff's constitutional 

rights, both by what Defendants include and what they exclude from their methods of 

execution by lethal injection. These execution methods will violate Plaintiff's constitutional 

rights to substantive and procedural due process as secured and guaranteed to him by the 

Fourteenth Amendment of the United States Constitution, which limits Defendants' powers 

while acting individually or under the color and authority of state law. 

VIII. Prayer for Relief 

A. Plaintiff requests that this Court grant him injunctive relief by granting a permanent 

injunction barring Defendants from executing Plaintiff in the manner by which Defendants 

currently intend to execute Plaintiff, in order to prevent Defendants from violating 

Plaintiff's federal constitutional rights under the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments to the 

United States Constitution. 
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B. Plaintiff requests that this Court grant him declaratory relief by issuing an Order declaring 

that the Defendants' current means, methods, practices, procedures, and customs regarding 

execution by lethal injection violate the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United 

States Constitution. 

C. Plaintiff requests that this Court grant him injunctive relief by granting a preliminary and 

permanent injunction barring Defendants from executing Plaintiff unless Defendants first 

give Plaintiff the right to choose to have one of their attorneys witness Plaintiffs execution 

without forcing Plaintiff to choose to have counsel witness at the cost of using one of the 

three witness slots allotted by O.R.C. § 2949.25(A)(5). 

D. Plaintiff requests that this Court grant him reasonable attorney fees under 42 U.S.C. § 1988 

and the laws of the United States. 

E. Plaintiff requests that this Court grant such further relief as it deems just and proper. 
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BALD\VTh"S OHIO ADMINISTRATIVE CODE 
5120. DEPARTMENT OF REHABILITATION AND CORRECTION 

CF.APTER 5120-9. INSTITUTIONS 
Copyright (c) 2004 by West, a Thomson business 

Rules are current through May 31, 2004; 
Appendices are current throJgh MG.rl·h 31, 2004 

5120-9-31 THE INMATE GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 

Page 1 of7 

Page I 

(A) The department of rehabilitation and correction shall provide inmates with access to an inmate grievance procedure. This procedure is designed ro address inmate complaints related to any aspect of institutional life that directly and personally affects the grievant This may include complaints regarding policies, procedures, conditions of confinement, or the actions of institutional staff. 

(B) The i...1...rnate grievance procedure will not serve as an additional or substiture appeal process for those lSsues or actions \vhich already include an appeal mechanism beyond the i."'l.Stitutional level or where a final decision has been rendered by central office staff. Other matters that are not grievable include complaints unrelated to institutional life, such as legislative actions, policies and decisions of t..1e adult parole authority. judicial proceedings and sentencing or compl2.ints whose subject matter is exclusively within the jurisdiction of the courts or other agencies. Complaints which present allegations which fall, in part, within ~e scope of paragraph {A) of this rule and in part within this paragraph ._:rill be considered to the extent they: are not excluded under this paragraph. 

(C) A v.rritten explanation of and instructions for the use of the inmate grievance procedure shall be readily available to both sta.ff and inmates. Newly hired staff. and newly incarcerated inmates at reception shall receive a written and oral description of the procedure. Inmates shal.l also receive information regarding the inmate grievance p:-ocedures during orie:ntation at their parent institution. Appropriate provisions shall be made as necessary for ir.mates not fluent in english, persons with disabilities and those with ·low literacy levels. All materials used to provide infonnation and training on the inmate grievance procedure to staff and inmates shall be prePared or approved by the office of the chief inspector 

(D) Inmates may utilize the inmate grievance prOcedure regardless of any disciplinary status, or other administrative or legislative decision to which the inmate may be subject. Appropriate provisions shall be made to ensure access to the inmate grievance procedure by inmates not fluent L'1 english, persons v,.ith disabilities, and those with low literacy levels. Each instirution shall maintain locked institutional mailboxes for inmates to mail kites, informal complaints, grievances and other institutional correspondence to staff 

(E) Limited restrictions may be Unposed, only with the approval of the chief inspector, based upon an inmate's abuse or misuse of the inmate grievance procedure. Such a restriction shall be for a stated period of time not to exceed ninety days and subject to extension by the chief inspector if the inmate has not substantially complied with the restriction requirements. Provisions shall be made to ensure that the inmate can pursue issues that could present a substactial risk of physical injury, such as medical concerns, through the inmate grievance procedure. Any inmate subject to a restriction shall be notified in writing. Such notice shall include a clear explanation of the nature of the 
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restriction, and the length of time of the restriction, (conditional upon their compliance). The notice shall also include an explanation of how they may pursue issues that could present a substantial risk of hann while on restriction. 

(F) P..n in..'11ate may be subject to disciplinary action for disrespectful, threatePing or otherwise inapprop:iate comments made in an informal complaint. grievance or grievance appeaL Only the inspector of institutional services, v:ith the approval of the chief inspector or designee, may i....J.itiate disciplinary action based upon the contents of an informal complaint, grievance or grievance appeal. 

{G) Failure of the inmate to substantiate their grievance allegations shall not, by ttself, be used as grounds to initi:tte disciplinary action. If it is found that an inmate has intentionally falsified information in an informal comrllaint, a grievance, or grievance appeal, only the insp.~ctor of institutional services, with the approval of the chief inspector or designee, has the authority to initiate disciplina...)' action against the inmate. 
(H) Retaliation or the threat of retaliation for the use of the inmate grievance procedure is strictly prohibited. Any alleged or threatened retaliation may be pursued through the ir.mate grievance procedure. Appropriate disciplinary action shall be taken against any employee found to be in violation of this section. 
(I) Grievance records are considered confidential and shall be maintained by the inspector of institutional serv·ices in a secure manner. No grievance records shall be placed in any inmate file which is available to the adult parole authoriry. except when the record is the basis of disciplinary action initiated by the inspector and authorized by the chief inspector . 

(J) The inmate grievance procedure shall be comprised of three consecutive steps fully described below. Whenever feasible, inmate complaints should be resolved at the lowest step possible. There is a specific form designated by the chief inspector to use for each step. Only forms desig41.ated by the chief inspector may be used in this process. Such forms shall be reasonably available .to inmates regardless of their disciplin.ary status or classi5cation, Inmates shall not be required to advise a staff member, other than the inspector of bstitutional services, of the reason the form is being requested. 

(I) The filing of an informal complaint-step one: 

\Vid1in fourteen calendar days of the date of the event giving rise to the complaint, the inmate shall file an infonnal complaint to the direct supenisor of the staff member, or depart...""nent most directly responsible for the panicular S'J.bject matter of the complaint Staff shall respond in writing within seven calendar days of receipt of the informal complaint. If the inmate has not received a written response from the staff member within a reasonab1~ time, the inmate should immediately contact the inspector of institutional services either in _writing or du..-ing regular open office hours. The inspector of institutional services shall take prompt action to ensure that a written response is provided to the informal complaint within four calendar days. If a response is not provided by the end of the fourth day. the informal complaint step is automatically waived. Informal complaint responses should reflect an uoderstanding of the inmate's complaint, be responsive to the issue, cite any relevant depa.."trnental or institutional ruies or policies and specifY the action taken, if any. The inspector of institutional services shall monitor staff compliance with the informal complaint process. Any pattern of non-compliance by staff shall be reported to the warden for appropriate action. The filing of an informal complaint may be ~raived if it is determined by the inspector of institutional services that there is a substantial risk of physical injury to the grievant, the complaint is filed pu."Suant to rule 5120-9-03 or 5120-9-04 of the Administrative Code, paragraph (H) of this rule, or for other good cause. 

(2) The filing of the notification of grievance-step No: 

If the inmate is dissatisfied with the informal complaint response, or the informal complaint process has been 
Copr. © West2004 No Claim to Orig_ U.S. Govt. Works 
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waived the inmate mav obtain a notification of grievance form from t.'1e inspector of institutional services. All 

inmate 'grievances must" be [!.led by the inmate no later t.~an fourteen calendar days from the date of the informal 

complaint response or waiver of the informal complaint step. The inspector of instirutional services may also waive: 

the timeframe for the filing of the notification of grievance, for good cause. The inspector of institutional services 

shall provide a written response to the grievance withi..'l fourteen calendar days of receipt. The written response 

shall summarize the inmate's complaint, descnOe wf.at steps were taken to investigate the complaint and the 

inspector of institutional service's findings and decision. The inspector of instirutional services reay extend the time 

in which to respond, for good cause, with notice to the inmate. The chief L.-"1::.1JeCtor or designee shall be notified of 

all ex.tensio.r.s. Any extension exceeding twenty-eig..h.t calendar days from the date the response was due must be 

approved by the clUef inspector or designee. Expedited responses shall be made to those grievances that, as 

det~.nnined by t~e inspector of institutional services, present a substantial risk of physical injury to the grievant or 

for other good cause. 

(3) Tne filing of an appeal of the disposition cf griev-ance-step three: 

If the inmate is dissatisfied with the disposition of grievance, the inmate may request an appeal form from the 

inspector of i:1stitutional services. The appeal must then be filed to the office of the chief inspector within fourteen 

calendar days of the date of the disposition of grievance. For good cause the chief inspector or designee(s) may 

waive such time liri"its. The chief inspector or designee(s) shall provide a written response within thirty calendar 

days of receipt of the appeal. The chief inspector or designee(s) may extend the time in which to respond for good 

cause, with notice to the inmate. The decision of the chief inspector or designee is fmal. Grievance appeals 

concerning medical diagnosis or a specific course of L--eatment shall be copied to the office of correctional health 

care for additional review and response. 

(K) Appropriate remedies for valid grievances shall be provided. Potential remedies may include, but are not 

limited to: Changes to institutional policies or procedures, the i.rnplementat:ion of new policies or procedures, 

andlor corrective action specific to the inmate's complaint (For example, a correction to the ir..mate's account. 

locating lost property. etc.) If the resolution of a grievance or portion thereof, is not within the scope of authority of 

the inspector of inst:turional services, the inspector of institutional services shall submit th(! fmd~ngs and 

recommendations concerning the grievance to the warden for the warden's approval, modification or disapproval. 

The warden shall respond to the inspector of institutional services within fourteen calendar days. The inspector of 

instirution.al services shall provide to the office of the chief inspector the report to the warden, that i..-'l.cludes the 

warden's decision. 

(L) Grievances against the warden or inspector of institutional services must be filed directly to the office of the 

chief inspector v.rithin thirty calendar days of the event giving rise to the complaint Such grievances must show that 

the warden or inspector of institutional services was personally and knowingly involved in a violation of law? rule 

or policy, or personally and knov.ingly approved or condoned such a violation. The chlef inspector or designee(s) 

shall respond within thirty calendar days of receipt of the grievance. The chief inspector or designee(s) may extend 

the time in which to respond for good cause, with notice to the imnate. Tne decision of the chief inspector or 

designee is fmal. 

CREDIT(S) 

HISTORY: 200!-02 OMR 1596 (R-E), eff 1-1-02; 2000-2001 OMR 1182 (RRD); 2000- 2001 OMR 494 (RRD); 

1999-2000 OMR 1213 (RRD); 1986-87 OMR 1251 (A), eff. 6-!- 87; 1979-80 OMR 4-1028 (A), eff 7-10-80; 

1977-78 OMR 3-!028 (A), eff. 2-20-78; prior rule 845(b) 
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NOTIFICATION' OF GRIEVANCE 
Name 

lnst:tut1on 
~lan.C-I. 

Number· 
Al94-0lo Gnevance No_ (To be completeC 'oy insp_ ot inst. Services} 

Housing ASSignment· 
Dare: DR-4 - 2015 _ ----------- __ J\U_,j_t>S ~-4_, __ 20_0_4_ ___ _ 

A. The nature of this Grievance is: (BE SPECIFIC and include what would solve your complaint.) 

The nature of u~y Grievance i3 that Governor Taft1 Directoc Wilkinson 1 
and tha Southern Oi1io Correctional Facility Warden Haviland have created, 
maintained, anC implemented means and a method of execution (i.e. Lethal 

that will subject cowplaintant to a de~rivation of his Consti-
Inj<lction) 

tutional Rights. 

My Grievance can be resolved by these means an<! OH:thods ~f execution 
be excised. 

B. 

Resactfully Submitted/ 

, . 2kw ~ ¥!!/BhO!"' 
R1thard w. Cooey,I~l94 016 
Unit 5 I Death RoY I DR-4 2016 

. . . !1r. Ron Pawl us I attempted to solve th1s problem mformally by contactmg Deatl'l ROii Unit Manege 
Name Position 

(Attach informal complaint resolution or other correspondence material). 

C. I have read Administrative Regulation 5120-9-31. ~Yes D No 

D. I do not want the Inspector to ·solicit opinions from employees and inmates concerning my grievance. D 

E. I will experience a substantial risk of personal injury or serious, irreparable harm if this grievance is not 
resolved immediately. ~'- \ -~- ~ D Yes D No \ : ' ' <,\, \ r:;:... 

\ \ EXHIBIT 

DRC 4088 {Rev. 7/97) DIST 
PINK - Inmate 2 
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I DISPOSITION OF GRIEVANCE 
GRIEVANCE CODE: Vll4 -------

RESOLUTION CODE: :;:_82~------INMATE: RJCHARD COOEY 
INSTITUTION: _O,;_!an::cC.:cl:_' ________ __ 

NUMBER:~A~\9~4~0~1~6 ________ __ GRIEVANCE NUMBER: 08-04~8 --------
DATE: 8/9/2004 

0 The disposition of this grievance will be delayed longer than 14 calendar days for the following reason(s): 

~ Your grievance, filed on __ .:o0:::.8:.::/0;;:6o,:/2:;.:0:.::0:..:4_~ has been reviewed and disposed of as follows: - date 

In this grievance you state the method and means of execution that Governor Taft, Director Wilkinson, and Warden Haviland have created, maintained, and implemented (i.e. lethal injection) will subject you to deprivation of your constitutional rights. 
AR 5120-9-31 Inmate Grievance Procedure (B) srates: The inmate grievance procedure will oot serve as an additional or substilllte appeal process for those issues or actions which already include an appeal mecb:nllsm beyond the institutional level or where a final decision has been rendered by central office.. Other matters that are oot grievable include complaints unrelated to institutional life, such as legislative actions, policies and decisions of the adult parole authority, judicial proceedings and sentencing or complaints whose subject matter is exclusively within the jurisdiction of the courts or other agencies. Complaints which present allegations which fall, in part, within the scope of paragraph (A) of this rule and in part within this paragraph will be considered to the extent they are oot excluded uuder this paragraplL 

Ohio's metlmd of execution is determined by legislative actioiL This office is oot in a position to respond to grievances about Governor Taft, Director Wilkinson, Warden Haviland, legislative actions, or subject matter that is exclusively within the jurisdiction of the courts. 

This issue is not grievable pursuant to AR 5120-9-31. 

EXHIBIT 

I 3 

If you wish, you may appeal this decision to the Chief Inspector within 14 calendar days. Appeal forms are available in the office of the Inspector of Institutional Services. 

I Se<vlces 

DRC4089 (REV 7191) 

Page 1 of 1 
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Appeal to the Chief Inspector 
TO Chief Inspector 

: 1\lar,e. 
! Number: 

AJ.Q:1_-:(llii_ _________ , 1.1S[!tuuon : Gnevance No. ' Date: ______ Man._C __Q_8:-04:::008 .A,!;!g]J§t l~8Lt __,2004~..___ __ _ I am appealing rhe decision of the Y1anaging Officer and/or the Inspector of Institutional Services concerning 
my Grievance, which they made on __ 00/09/~------- for the following reasons: 

INSTRUCTIONS: Complere Appeal form and attach CANARY copy of the Notification uf Grievartce. Disposition of grievance and Supplemental Disposition of Grievance, if used and submit to: CHIEF INSPECTOR, 1050 Freeway Dr. North, Columbus, Ohio; 43229. 
NOTE: The Chief Inspector reserves rhe right to return the Appeal Form, unanswered, if the Appeal Farm is submirted without all the necessary documents as directed by the above instrucrions. 

The Inspector of Institutional Services has refused to resolve 
ana/or exhaust the Grievance that I submitted to her office 
simply because of her reliance on AR 5120-9-31. 

EXHIBIT 

4 
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DECISION OF THE CHIEF INSPECTOR 

ON A GRIEVANCE APPEAL 

NAME: RICHARD COOEY INSTITUTION: MANCI 

NUMBER; -'A:..::1:::9::..4-.:_::0..=1-=6 _________ _ GRIEVANCE NUMBER (S): 08-04-008 

DATE: OCTOBER 28, 2004 

The office of the Cllief Inspector is in receipt of your notification of grievance, the disposition of that grievance, and your appeal to this office. A review of your appeal has been completed. The decision of the Inspector is hereby MODIFIED with no further action required by the inspector of institutional services. 

In reaching this decision, I reviewed your grievance, which was received by the inspector on August 6, 2004 and your attachments, and your appeal. 

The inspector is correct that the fact the Department of Rehabilitation and Correction uses lethal injection as the means of execution is not grievable because lethal injection is a matter of state law. How the lethal injection is carried out is also not grievable to the institutional insoector , as it is a matter outside the authority of the institution, the only proper way to address this issue is to file your grievance directly to this office. 
Accordingly, the inspector has been instructed to provide you with a "Notification of Grievance" form to file directly to this office. You should briefly state on the form what it is you are challenging as it relates to lethal injection. You will then be provided with a response to your grievance. 

Cheryl Martinez 
Chief Inspector 

EXHIBIT 

5 
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NOTIFICATION OF GRIEVANCE ' . 
Name R ; C.HAR b CJ;oe; 

fY74A.t. c.z 
Institution 

Ncmbec. JCJ '-/ _ D /4; Gr~evance No. (To 'oe completed by ir.sp of lnst. Serv1ces) 

Housing Ass1gnmenL 

UNIT S- - DRJ/ Q6JU:> 
Date: 

;Uov. <!; ;Joo';l 
A. The nature of this Grievance is: (BE SPECIFIC and include what would solve your complaint.) 

On August 4, 2004, I filed a grievance with teh Inspector of Institutional Services alleging that the method and means off execution used in Ohio would subject me to a violation of my rights to substantive and procedural due process and to be free from cruel and unusual punishment. (Ex. A) On August 9, 2004, the Inspector of Institutional Services disposed off my grievance by concluding that it was not grievable under O.A.C. 5120-9-31. (Ex. B) On August 18, 2004, I appealed this decision to you. (Ex. C) On August 26, 2004, you ordered Adremy Dennis to grieve this same matter directly to you. (Ex. D) (That grievance was dismissed on September 14, 2004.) (Ex. E) On October 28, 2004 you similarly directed me to grieve this matter directly to you. (Ex. F) Ohio's current mehtod of lethal injection can an dwill,. in effect, cause me to be tortured to death. No government within the United States can intentionally or negligently u' an arbitrary, cruel, and/or unreliable method of execution. (This matter was previously befOJ the Sourthern District of Ohio as a sec. 1983 lawsuit. (Ex. G) The specfics of my allegations are as follows: Robert Taft, Reginal A. Wilkinson, and James Haviland intend to vioalte my constitutional rights by executing me with drgus that include a paralyzing agent veterinarians will not use for the euthanasia of cats and dogs. This paralyzing drug can and will cast a chemical veil over the excruciatingly painful effects of death by suffocation and heart attack. Ohio's lethal injection protocol includes an unreliable ultra short-acting anesthetic that can and w~ ~::~~ ~~~~~~~us~~~~~i¥Q,SJ~~~~t=~~~$.of ~~~;~c~fi~n~~~. a and aviland intend to execute me with unreliable and arbitrary drugs, administered by inadequately trained personnel, who use inappropriate equipment and mehtods to cause death by lethal ~njection. 
wtv.,;v~\,i\,-~~~A.~"'~~t.;.~~~~4>W If my death setnece is no toverturned in a judicial proceeding or through executive clemency, Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland will execute me. Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland intend to execute me by employing the same means and methods of lethal injection as ahve been used since Ohio resumed executions in 1999. As of 2001, Ohio sole means of execution has been lehtal injection. (See attached pages for con't) B. I attempted to solve this problem informally by contacting me R"" 1 PM.Ihn Dt?-1'04-->Jt=~</fYIA.A.J/.1 JC,rsf U/'){J 

Name Pos1l1on ~/ (Attach informal complaint resolution or other correspondence material). 

C. I have read Administrative Regulation 5120-9-31. }81 Yes D No 

D. I do not want the Inspector to solicit opinions from employees and inmates concerning my grievance. ~ 

E. I will experience a substantial risk of personal injury or serious, irreparable harm if this grievance is not resolved immediately. (Z Yes D No 

EXHIBIT 

I 6 
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(Grievance con't) 

Letters written by Haviland and Vince Lagana, a staff attorney for the Ohio Department of 

Rehabilitation and Correction, demonstrate that Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland have executed 

others and intend to execute me by the following means. Three drugs will be administered: two 

grams of thiopental sodium in normal saline concentration; one hundred milligrams of 

pancuronium bromide in normal saline concentration; <L'ld I 00 milliequivalents of potassium 

chloride in normal saline concentration. At least the following equipment will be utilized: 

Angiocath Abbocath-T; primary IV Set No. 1820 (70 inch); and 0.9% sodium chloride, 1000 mi. 

According to the letter dated May 30, 2002 authored by attorney Lagana, Taft, Wilkinson, 

and Haviland contend that they do not have to release all information descriptive of the lethal 

injection procedures. This includes, but is not limited to, information regarding any other 

equipment used; the personnel involved in the execution procedures; the education, training, 

expertise and experience of the personnel involved; or any other details surrounding this 

procedure. 

Neither Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland nor their agents have publicly disclosed all material 

and relevant details surrounding the process by which Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland chose the 

method of lethal injection they use. Nor have Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland or their agents 

publicly disclosed all material and relevant details pertaining to the personnel involved in the 

lethal injection execution procedure. This includes, but is not limited to, any education, 

credentials, training, expertise, or other factors that qualify or disqualify them from being 

involved in Ohio's lethal injection execution procedures. 

Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland and/or their agents simply copied lethal injection procedures 

from another state or other states. They did not invest meaningful and independent efforts 
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designed to ensure that Ohio's lethal injection execution procedures comply with contemporary 

medical standards and long-standing constitutional standards that forbid the infliction of 

excruciating, cruel, and unusual pain and punishment 

Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland intended means of executing me are inadequate, umeliable, 

and arbitrary; and Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland's lethal injection execution procedures will 

cause me to suffer excruciating pain and cruel and unusual punishment 

Expert Opinion on Ohio's Lethal Injection Drugs 

According to the attached affidavit of Mark J.S. Heath, a medical doctor board certified 

m anesthesiology, Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland's lethal injection execution procedure will 

violate my constitutional rights. Dr. Heath's affidavit was prepared for previous litigation 

wherein two Ohio death row inmates (Lewis Williams and John Glenn Roe) filed a complaint 

similar to this grievance to challenge the constitutionality of Ohio's execution procedures. Dr. 

Heath's position as set forth in his attached affidavit remains substantially the same; that Taft, 

Wilkinson, and Haviland's execution procedures violate my constitutional rights for reasons that 

include but are not limited to the following: 

A) The letters by Warden Haviland and attorney Lagana state that as part of 
its protocol for lethal injection Ohio uses the drugs sodium thiopental (also know 
as "thiopental sodium" and "pentot.l}al"), pancuronium bromide (also know as 
"pancuronium" and "Pavulon"), and potassium chloride (also known as "KCl"). 
Heath Affidavit~ 6. 

B) A major concern about the protocol relates to the use of the drug 
pancuronium bromide. Pancuronium paralyzes all voluntary muscles, but does not affect sensation, consciousness, cognition, or the ability to feel pain and 
suffocation. If the thiopental and potassium are to be given in doses sufficient to 
cause death, then it is my opinion held to a reasonable degree of medical certainty 
that there would be no rational or medically justifiable place in the protocol for pancuronium. Heath Affidavit~ 8. 

2 
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C) If thiopental is not properly administered in a dose sufficient to cause 
death or at least the loss of consciousness for the duration of the execution 
procedure, then it is my opinion held to a reasonable degree of medical certainty 
that the use of pancuronium places the condemned inmate at risk for consciously 
experiencing paralysis, suffocation, and the excruciating pain of the intravenous 
injection of high dose potassium chloride. Heath Affidavit 1]9. 

D) Based on the information available to me, it is my opinion held to a 
reasonable degree of medical certainty that Ohio's lethal injection protocol creates 
an unacceptable risk that the inmate will not be anesthetized to the point of being 
unconscious and unaware of pain for the duration of the execution procedure. If 
the inmate is not first successfully anesthetized, then it is my opinion to a 
reasonable degree of medical certainty that the pancuronium will paralyze all 
voluntary muscles and mask external, physical indications of the excruciating 
pain being experienced by the inmate during the process of suffocating (caused by 
the pancuronium) and having a cardiac arrest (caused by the potassium chloride). 
Heath Affidavit 1]1 0. 

E) If administered alone, a lethal dose of pancuronium would not 
immediately cause a condemned inmate to lose consciousness. It would totally 
immobilize the inmate by paralyzing all voluntary muscles and the diaphragm, 
causing the inmate to suffocate to death while experiencing an intense, conscious 
desire to inhale. Ultimately, consciousness would be lost, but it would not be lost 
as an immediate and direct result of the pancuronium. Rather, the loss of 
consciousness would be due to suffocation, and would be preceded by the torment 
and agony caused by suffocation. Heath Affidavit 1]11. 

F) It is my understanding that Ohio's execution protocol requires the 
presence of media witnesses to the execution, and permits the presence of 
witnesses chosen by the inmate and chosen by the victim's surviving family 
members. It is my opinion based on a reasonable degree of medical certainty t'lat 
the use of pancuronium effectively nullifies the ability of witnesses to discern 
whether or not the condew..ned prisoner is experiencing a peaceful or agonizing 
death. Regardless of the experience of the condemned prisoner, whether he or she 
is deeply unconscious or experiencing the excruciation of suffocation, paralysis, 
and potassium injection, he or she will appear to witnesses to be serene and 
peaceful due to the relaxation and immobilization of the facial and other skeletal 
muscles. Heath Affidavit 1]13. 

G) Based on my research into issues related to lethal execution, I know that 
there was a time when pancuronium was an acceptable drug for use by 
veterinarians in the euthanasia of household pets such as dogs and cats; but that 
the use of pancuronium is now prohibited by many veterinary guidelines in this 
and other countries for precisely the reasons outlined above. Veterinary standards 
forbid creating the risk that household pets would die while pancuronium masks 

3 
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the type of excruciating pain human beings are exposed to in Ohio's execution 
protocol. The use of pancuronium fails to comport with the evolving "standard of 
decency" regarding the ending of life in household pets. In my medical opinion, 
based on a reasonable degree of medical certainty, the use of pancuronium in the 
lethal injection protocol for executing human beings violates standards of decency 
designed to prevent the infliction of excruciating pain and suffering on human· 
beings. Heath Affidavit ~ 14. 

H) Another major concern I have based on what I know about Ohio's lethal 
injection protocol relates to the use of sodium thiopental. Sodium thiopental is an 
ultrashort-acting barbiturate with a very short shelf life in liquid form. Thiopental 
is distributed in powder form to increase its shelf life; it must be mixed into a 
liquid solution by trained personal before it can be injected. Heath Affidavit~ 15. 

I) When anesthesiologists use sodium thiopental, we do so for the purposes 
oftemporarily anesthetizing patients for sufficient time to intubate the trachea and 
institute mechanical support of ventilation and respiration. Once this has been 
achieved, additional drugs are administered to maintain a "surgical depth" or 
"surgical plane" of anesthesia (i.e., a level of anesthesia deep enough to ensure 
that a surgical patient feels no pain and is unconscious for the duration of the 
surgical procedure). The medical utility of thiopental derives from its ultrashort
acting properties: if unanticipated obstacles hinder or prevent successful 
intubation, patients will quickly regain consciousness and will resume ventilation 
and respiration on their own. Heath Affidavit~ 16. 

J) The benefits of thiopental in the operating room engender serious risks in 
the execution chamber. Based on the information I have available to me 
concerning Ohio's execution protocol, a two (2) gram dose of sodium thiopental 
is apparently administered in a single injection from a single syringe. By contrast, 
based on my research and the research of others into the procedures for executing 
human beings by means of lethal injection, the original design of the. lethal 
injection protocol called for the continuous intravenous administration of an 
ultrashort-acting barbiturate. Based on my research and the research of others, the 
central elements of the lethal-injection procedure used in Ohio is similar to the 
one adopted many years ago in Oklahoma (which, it appears, many states used as 
a model without substantive independent research). Oklahoma requires the 
"continuous intravenous administration of an ultrashort-acting barbiturate" 
(Oklahoma Statutes, Title 22 Criminal Procedure, Chapter 17 part 1014 A). It 
does not appear that Ohio's protocol includes this "continuous" requirement. The 
use of a continuous administration of the ultrashort-acting barbiturate is essential 
to ensure continued and sustained unconsciousness during the administration of 
pancuronium and potassium chloride. It is my opinion based on a reasonable 
degree of medical certainty that the failure to require a continuous infusion of 
thiopental places the condemned inmate at a needless and significant risk for the 

4 
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conscious experience of paralysis during the excruciating pain of both suffocation 
and the intravenous injection of potassium chloride. Heath Affidavit~ 17. 

K) Based on my research into lethal injection, the dose of pentothal described 
in the Ohio protocol, 2 grams, is considerably lower than the doses described in 
the protocols of many states and the Federal Government. It is my opinion based· 
on a reasonable degree of medical certainty that Ohio's relatively low dose of 
thiopental amplifies the concern relating to the single injection (as opposed to 
continuous infusion) of this ultrashort-acting barbiturate, thereby further elevating 
the risk that the condemned person will suffer excruciating pain masked by the 
pancuronium. Heath Affidavit ~ 18. 

L) Above and beyond my concerns stated above about the drugs used in 
Ohio, the details of Ohio's lethal injection protocol that I have been made aware 
of do not account for procedures designed to ensure the proper preparation of the 
drugs used. I have not seen details regarding the credentials, certification, 
experience, or proficiency of the personnel who will be responsible for the mixing 
of the thiopental from powder form, or for the drawing up of the drugs into the 
syringes. Preparation of drugs, particularly for intravenous use, is a technical task 
requiring significant training in pharmaceutical concepts and calculations. It is 
my opinion based on a reasonable degree of medical certainty, and based on my 
review of lethal execution procedures in states that have disclosed more detailed 
information that what I have seen about Ohio's procedures, that there exist many 
risks associated with drug preparation that, if not properly accounted for, further 
elevate the risk that an innaate will consciously experience excruciating pain 
during the lethal injection procedures. Heath Affidavit~ 20. 

M) The information available to me provides inadequate detail regarding the 
training, credentials, certification, experience, or proficiency of any prison 
employee, nurse or paramedic who performs the execution procedure. The 
absence of such detail raises critical questions about the degree to which 
condemned inmates risk suffering excruciating pain during the lethal injection 
procedure. It is my opinion based on a reasonable degree of medical certainty 
that the correct and safe management of intravenous drug and fluid administration 
requires a significant level of professional acumen, and can not be adequately 
performed by personnel lacking the requisite training and experience. The great 
majority of nurses are not trained in the use of ultrashort-acting barbiturates; 
indeed, this class of drugs is essentially only used by nurses who have significant 
experience in intensive care units and as nurse anesthetists. Very few paramedics 
are trained or experienced in the use of ultrashort-acting barbiturates. Based on 
my medical training and experience, and based upon my research of lethal 
injection procedures and practices, inadequacies in these areas elevate the risk that 
the lethal injection procedure will cause the condemned to suffer excruciating 
pain during the execution process. Heath Affidavit~ 22. 

5 
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N) Based on my research into methods of lethal injection used by various 
states and the federal government, and based on my training and experience as a 
medical doctor specializing in anesthesiology, it is my opinion based on a 
reasonable degree of medical certainty that, given the apparent absence of a 
central role for a properly trained medical or veterinary professional in Ohio's 
execution procedure, it can and should be presumed that the lethal injection 
procedure Ohio employs creates medically unacceptable risks of infliction 
excruciating pain and suffering on inmates during the lethal injection procedure. 
Heath Affidavit ~ 26. 

Firsthand Account of Adverse Effects of Drug Failure 

Dr. Heath's opinions and observations are corroborated by the experience of persons like 

eye-surgery patient Carol Weihrer. During Ms. Weihrer's surgery, the sedative she received was 

ineffectual, leaving Ms. Weihrer conscious. Due to the administration of a neuromuscular 

blocking agent like pancuronium bromide, however, she was unable to tell her doctors she was 

awake and in terrible pain: "I therefore experienced what has come to be known as Anesthesia 

Awareness, in which I was able to think lucidly, hear, perceive and feel everything that was 

going on during the surgery, but I was unable to move. It burnt like the fires of hell. It was the 

most terrifying, torturous experience you can imagine. The experience was worse than death." 

The paralytic agent made Ms. Weihrer appear sedated even though she was experiencing intense 

pain as the doctors removed her eyeball. The combination of the kinds of chemicals Taft, 

Wilkinson, and Haviland use during Ohio's lethal injection procedures resulted in this horrifying 

expenence. 

Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland cannot rule out the possibility that the thiopental sodium (the 

short-acting sedative, which is the first drug administered during the lethal injection procedure) 

will fail to adequately sedate me. 

Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland's lethal injection protocol fails to require that a person with 

adequate medical training be present to witness the execution, to employ the medical monitoring 

6 
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equipment necessary to detect failures in the procedure, and to take appropriate steps if and when 

it becomes evident that the condemned inmate is suffering excruciating pain. 

Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland's lethal injection protocol does not include nor require the 

use of any medical equipment designed to monitor the condemned person's heart beat, pulse, or 

brain waves during the execution (i.e., from the point at which the condemned person is strapped 

to the execution table in the execution chamber until death is pronounced). 

Statements by Dr. Mark Dershwitz 

On September 16, 2004, a New York Times article quoted Dr. Mark. Dershwitz, a 

professor of anesthesiology at the University of Massachusetts, expressing concern about the 

efficacy of similar if not identical lethal injection protocols in other states where post-execution 

blood tests showed much lower levels of the anesthetic than Dr. Dershwitz says is necessary to 

ensure sedation. Adam Liptak, On Death Row, A Battle Over the Fatal Cocktail, The New York 

Times (Sept. 16, 2004) Dr. Dershwitz found that the levels of barbiturate found in three blood 

samples from executed Kentucky inmate Edward Harper's body were potentially troubling. 

Levels varied from 3 to 6.5 milligrams, when they should be much higher than 7 (the level at 

which about 50 percent of people are conscious and 50 percent are unconscious), according to 

Dr. Dershwitz. Executions in South Carolina and North Carolina also caused concern. Under 

Dr. Dershwitz' s standards, lawyers for Kentucky inmates argue, there was a 50 percent or greater 

chance that eight of the condemned men were conscious throughout their executions. In one of 

the cases, the likelihood was 90 percent. In four, it was I 00 percent. 

Improper Chemical Veil 

Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland have no medically justified reason for using pancuronium (or 

any other neuromuscular blocking agent) during the lethal injection procedures. 

7 
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Using pancuromum or any other neuromuscular blocking agent in the lethal injection 

protocol serves no purpose other than to place me into a state of "chemical entombment" while 

he consciously experiences suffocation, the pain of potassium chloride, and the pain of cardiac 

arrest 

Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland intend to use pancuronium or any other neuromuscular 

blocking agent for the sole but unconstitutional purpose of wrapping me in a chemical veil to 

hide the muscular convulsions otherwise evident in human beings fighting suffocation and 

experiencing cardiac arrest. 

Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland can offer no rational, non-arbitrary justification for using 

pancuronium. At best, Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland's use of this drug creates unconstitutional 

risks in service of the unjustifiable purpose offered by Georgia Medical Examiner Dr. Sperry, 

who said, when testifying about a similar lethal injection method, that a neuromuscular blocking 

agent is used "to paralyze all the muscles such that those outwardly aesthetically unpleasant 

things are not seen and do not occur." State v. Michael Wayne Nance, Gwinnett County 

Superior Court, Indictment No. 95-B-2461-4, Tr. 39-40, July 30, 2002. Dr. Sperry may have 

meant that, even when properly sedated, a condemned person's body may convulse while dying 

during an execution by lethal injection, and these convulsions would be "aesthetically 

unpleasant" for executioners and witnesses. This is not a constitutionally valid purpose. 

Once paralyzed, neither Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland nor the witnesses could tell if the 

sedative failed, leaving me in horrific but undetectable pain. Witnesses viewing the lethal 

injection procedure and the general public will never realize the cruel fraud perpetrated upon 

them: instead of witnessing an inmate quiet and motionless, euphemistically thought of as being 

"put to sleep," they are in fact witnessing the chemical cover-up of an act of excruciating torture. 

8 
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Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland fail to include in their execution methods readily available 

medical equipment which, if used by properly trained personnel, would alert Taft, Wilkinson, 

and Haviland and their executioner agents to the fact that the sedative failed but the paralytic 

agent took effect, thus leaving me conscious but experiencing extreme pain as would be manifest 

by bodily functions monitored by the medical equipment. Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland's 

methods of execution violate my constitutional rights by reason of the failure to put in place 

procedures for the use of medical monitoring equipment and other such necessary procedures 

and properly trained execution personnel to respond appropriately to the information revealed by 

the medical equipment. 

Inadequate Training of Execution Personnel 

Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland's lethal injection protocol fails to provide a person or persons 

with adequate medical training to witness the execution and stand ready to take appropriate steps 

if and when it becomes evident that the condemned inmate is suffering excruciating pain, and/or 

the drugs are not being properly delivered into the condemned inmate's body, and/or the drugs 

are not having their intended effect. 

Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland's failure to provide rational, reliable directions or standards 

for the requisite training, education, and expertise of the personnel who carry out executions by 

lethal injection in Ohio leads to the conclusion that Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland's execution 

methods violate my constitutional rights. 

Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland's lethal injection execution procedures fail to address all 

factors necessary to ensure compliance with constitutional requirements, including but not 

limited to the following factors. If some or all of these factors have been addressed, then Taft, 

Wilkinson, and Haviland have violated my constitutional rights by failure to disclose them: 

9 
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A) the minimum qualifications, expertise, and training required for the 
different personnel performing the tasks involved in the lethal injection procedure 
after the catheter is inserted; 

B) the methods for obtaining, storing, mixing, and appropriately labeling the 
drugs, the minimum qualifications and expertise required for the person who will 
be determining the concentration and dosage of each drug to give, and the criteria 
that shall be used in exercising this discretion; 

C) the manner in which the IV tubing, three-way valve, saline solution and 
other apparatus shall be modified or fixed in the event it is malfunctioning during 
the execution process, the minimum qualifications and expertise required of the 
person who shall have the discretion to decide to attempt such action, and the 
criteria that shall be used in exercising this discretion; 

D) the manner in which a heart monitoring system shall be installed and 
utilized to ensure that the inmate is deeply sedated while dying; and the 
qualifications and expertise required for the person who operates this equipment; 

E) the manner in which the IV catheters shall be inserted into the condemned 
prisoner, the minimum qualifications and expertise required for the person who is 
given the responsibility and discretion to decide when efforts at inserting the IV 
catheters should be abandoned in favor of some other constitutionally acceptable 
procedure; and the manner in which the condition of the condemned prisoner will 
be monitored to confirm that proceeding to the next procedure would not inflict 
severe and unnecessary pain and suffering on the condemned prisoner; 

F) the minimum qualifications and expertise required of the person who is 
given the responsibility and discretion to order the staff to divert from the 
established protocols if necessary to avoid inflicting severe and unnecessary pain 
and suffering on the condemned prisoner, and the criteria that shall be used in 
exercising this discretion; and 

G) the minimum qualifications and expertise required of the person who is 
given the responsibility and discretion to ensure that appropriate procedures are 
followed in response to unanticipated problems or events arising during the lethal 
injection procedure, and the criteria that shall be used in exercising this discretion. 

10 
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Veterinarians Cannot Euthanize House Pets with the Drugs Defendants Use to Execute 
Human Beings 

Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland intend to execute me by using drugs veterinarians cailllot use 

during the euthanasia of house pets. Specifically, using a paralyzing, neuromuscular bfocking 

agent violates veterinarians' ethical standards. 

Using paralyzing agents violates veterinarians' ethical standards. The leading professional 

association of veterinarians prohibits the use of paralyzing agents during the euthanasia of house 

pets. The American Veterinarian Medical Association's (AVMA) year 2000 Report on 

Euthanasia clearly declares that "[a] combination of pentobarbital [an anesthetic in the same 

category of drugs as thiopental] with a neuro-muscular blocking agent [like pancuronium] is not 

an acceptable euthanasia agent." It is not acceptable because the paralytic agent may mask the 

failure of the other drugs, resulting in a painful death. 

Since 1981, many states have passed laws governing the euthanasia of pets that preclude the 

use of a sedative in conjunction with a neuromuscular blocking agent. Texas, Tex. Health & 

Safety Code, § 821.052(a); Florida, Fla. Stat. §§ 828.058 and 828.065 (enacted in 1984); 

Georgia, Ga. Code Ann. § 4-11-5.1 (enacted in 1990); Maine, Me. Rev. Stat. Ann., Tit. 17, § 

1044 (enacted in 1987); Maryland, Md. Code Ann., Criminal Law,§ 10-611 (enacted in 2002); 

Massachusetts, Mass. Gen. Laws§ 140:151A (enacted in 1985); New Jersey, N.J.S.A 4:22-19.3 

(enacted in 1987); New York, N.Y.Agric. & Mkts § 374 (enacted in 1987); Oklahoma, Okla. 

Stat., Tit. 4, § 501 (enacted in 1981); Tennessee, Tenn. Code Ann.§ 44-17-303 (enacted in 2001). 

Other states have implicitly banned such practices. See Illinois, 510 IlL Camp. Stat., ch. 70, § 

2.09; Kansas, Kan. Stat. Ann.§ 47-1718(a); Louisiana, La. Rev. Stat. Ann.§ 3:2465; Missouri, 2 

CSR 30-9.020(F)(5); Rhode Island, R.I. Gen. Laws§ 4-1-34, Connecticut, Conn. Gen.Stat. § 22-

II 
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344a; Delaware, Del. Code Ann., Tit. 3, § 8001; Kentucky, Ky.Rev.Stat. Ann. § 321.181 (17) and 

201 KAR 16:090, § 5(1); South Carolina, S.C.Code Ann.§ 47-3-420. 

These statutory declarations, which embody societal values for the euthanasia of house pets, 

underscore the inhumanity of methods by which Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland intend to execute 

me. Euthanasia techniques banned as cruel to dogs and cats by definition violate standards of 

decency regarding the execution of human beings. The discordance between standards for pet 

euthanasia and Ohio's lethal execution procedures proves that Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland's 

lethal injection procedures fall far outside contemporary standards of decency. Compare Atkins 

v. Virginia, 536 U.S. 304, 315 (2002) ("It is not so much the number of these States [that have 

banned executing those with retardation J that is significant, but the consistency of the direction 

of change."). 

Cooey's Counsel Should Have The Right To Witness The Execution 

I have a right to select three persons who are not confined in any state institution to witness 

their executions; plus they can ask the clergy person in attendance to witness their executions. 

O.R.C. § 2949.25(A)(5). 

Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland's execution procedures do not provide an automatic right for 

my counsel to be a witness to those parts of the execution process that are seen by those who are 

witnesses to an execution. Instead, Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland's execution procedures permit 

my counsel to be a witness to the execution only if I nominate counsel to be one of the three 

witnesses allotted by O.R.C. § 2949.25(A)(5), and by Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland's customs 

and practices governing who actually witnesses an execution. 

Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland's execution procedures and O.R.C. § 2949.25(A)(2) permit 

the sheriff of the county where a condemned person was tried and convicted to be a witness to an 

12 
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execution. Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland's practices, routines, and formal and informal 

procedures and customs governing executions, pennit a prosecutor from the county where the 

condemned inmate was tried and convicted to witness the execution without requiring 

representatives of the victim to yield one of the three witness positions they are entitled to select 

under O.R.C. § 2949.25(A)(6). 

I should have the right to have my counsel witness my execution, just as representatives of 

the State, law enforcement, and the prosecuting authority have a right to witness the execution. I 

should be able to exercise this right without being forced to choose between having my counsel 

be a witness in lieu of one of the three persons he can othenvise choose to be witnesses under 

O.R.C. § 2949.25(A)(5). I am entitled to have my counsel witness my execution in order to 

ensure that he has an advocate present to represent my interests in the event something goes 

wrong during the execution process. 

Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland have the power and authority to provide me with the right to 

have my counsel witness my execution without forcing him to use one of the three witness slots 

allotted by O.R.C. § 2949.25(A)(5). The fact that Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland have this power 

and authority is illustrated and proven by the fact that Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland have 

permitted and/or have expressed a willingness to permit persons to witness executions even if 

those persons do not fit squarely into one of the categories described in O.R.C. § 2949.25, 

including but not limited to allowing a prosecutor from the county where the condemned person 

was tried and convicted to witness an execution without taking one of the three witness slots 

allotted to the victim's family by O.R.C. § 2949.25(A)(6); allowing persons to witness an 

execution on behalf of the victim when they were not chosen to be a witness by an immediate 

member of the victim's family; and/or allowing persons to witness an execution when those 

13 
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persons were representatives of a victim whose murder did not lead to the death sentence 

underlying the execution. 

The Eighth Amendment's proscription against cruel and unusual punishment forbids the 

infliction of unnecessary pain in the execution of a death sentence. Louisiana ex rel. Francis v. 

Resweber, 329 U.S. 459, 463 (1947) (opinion of Reed, J.). A punislu-nent is pa.-ticularly 

constitutionally offensive if it involves the foreseeable infliction of suffering. Furman v. 

Georgia, 408 U.S. 238, 273 (1973), citing Resweber, supra (had failed execution been intentional 

and not unforeseen, punishment would have been, like torture, "so degrading and indecent as to 

amount to a refusal to accord the criminal human status"). State officials cannot use methods of 

execution that demonstrate deliberate indifference towards rights protected by the Eighth and 

Fourteenth Amendments. See generally Nelson v. Campbell, 541 U.S. _, 2004 U.S. LEXIS 

3680 (2004). 

It is foreseeable that death by lethal injection under the methods employed by Taft, 

Wilkinson, and Haviland will cause me to suffer gratuitous pain. Far from producing a rapid and 

sustained loss of consciousness and a humane death, Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland's means and 

methods of lethal injection can and will cause me to consciously suffer a painful and protracted 

death. 

Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland have failed to demonstrate that they have in place procedures 

and protocols to guard against equipment failure, drug failure, or other things that can and 

predictably will go wrong during the lethal injection process. Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland have 

failed to demonstrate that they have installed equipment to monitor my bodily functions so that 

they can immediately detect any failure in the drug regimen used to sedate and then kill me. Taft, 

Wilkinson, and Haviland have failed to demonstrate that they have chosen and plan to use drugs 

14 
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that will achieve the stated purpose of causing my death in compliance with constitutional 

requirements. 

Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland have created, maintained, and implemented lethal injection 

procedures, practices, customs, and methods that they intend to use to execute me. Taft, 

Wilkinson, and Haviland's lethal injection methods manifest their deliberate indifference 

towards my constitutional rights, both by what Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland include and what 

they exclude from their methods of execution by lethal injection. These execution methods will 

violate my constitutional rights to be free from arbitrary, capricious, cruel, and unusually painful 

punishment, which rights are secured and guaranteed to him by the Eighth Amendment of the 

United States Constitution, as incorporated by the Fourteenth Amendment of the United States 

Constitution to limit Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland's powers while acting individually or under 

the color and authority of state law. 

Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland have created, maintained and implemented lethal injection 

procedures, practices, customs, and methods that they intend to use to execute me. Taft, 

Wilkinson, and Haviland's lethal injection methods manifest their deliberate indifference 

towards my constitutional rights, both by what Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland include and what 

they exclude from their methods of execution by lethal injection. These execution methods will 

violate my constitutional rights to substantive and procedural due process as secured and 

guaranteed to him by the Fourteenth Amendment of the United States Constitution, which limits 

Taft, Wilkinson, and Haviland's powers while acting individually or under the color and 

authority of state law. 

15 
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DECISION OF THE CHIEF INSPECTOR 
ON A GRIEVANCE 

NAME: 
NUMBER: 
DATE: 

RICHARD COOEY 
194-016 
NOVEMBER 9, 2004 

INSTITUTION: MANCI 
GRIEVANCE NO.: CI-04-463 

The Office of the Chiefinspector is in receipt of your Notification of Grievance. In your grievance you challenge the means by which lethal injection is conducted as it relates to an execution. You also challenge not being able to have your attorney present during the execution unless the attorney attends as one of the three witnesses you are allowed. 

In regards to witnesses this is controlled by statute, which is not within the control of the director or warden. O.RC. 2949.25 states "only the following persons may be present:" It goes on to list the warden and any other person selected by the director to ensure that the death sentence is executed, the sheriff; the director or director's agent, physicians, "the clergy person in attendance upon the prisoner, and not more than three other persons to be designated by the prisoner, who are not confined in any state institution;" not more than three persons to be designated by the immediate family of the victim, and representatives of the news media. Any prosecutor that is present would be a designee of the immediate family of the victim and one of their three permitted witnesses. Accordingly, because there is no specific provision to permit your attorney to be present, your attorney can only attend as one of your designated witnesses. 

As it relates to the means used to carry out the lethal injection: DRC Policy #01-COM-11 states that it is the policy of the department to carry-out the process in a professional, humane, sensitive and dignified manner. Each person involved in administering the lethal injection is required to be appropriately qualified under Ohio law to perform the task they are required to perform i.e. administer medications, prepare the intravenous injection, etc. This policy and procedure was developed and designed based upon research and information received from various sources, including other states that perform lethal injections. It is also noted this matter is currently the subject of litigation, therefore a proper court of law will ultimately decide the legality of the methods used. 

This grievance is DISMISSED. 

Cheryl Jorgensen-Martinez 
Chief Inspector 

EXHIBIT 
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U.S. District Court 

Southern District of Ohio (Columbus) 
CIVIL DOCKET FOR CASE#: 2:04-cv-00532-GLF-MRA 

Adremy Dennis et al v. Taft et al 
Assigned to: Gregory L Frost 
Referred to: Mark R. Abel 
Demand:$ 
Lead Docket: None 
Related Cases: None 
Case in other court: None 
Cause: 42:1983 Prisoner Civil Rights 

Plaintiff 

Adremy Dennis 

Richard W Cooey, II 

V. 

Def'endant 

Date Filed: 06/ l 0/04 
Jury Demand: None 
Nature of Suit: 550 Prisoner: Civil Riahts 
Jurisdiction: Federal Question "' 

represented by Gregory William Meyers 
Ohio Public Defender's Office - 2 
8 E Long Street 
11th Floor 
Columbus, OH 43215-0587 
614-466-5394 
Email: greg.meyers @opd.state.oh.us 
LEAD ATTORNEY 
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED 

Linda E Prucha 
Ohio Public Defender's Office - 2 
8 E Long Street 
II th Floor 
Columbus, OH 43215-0587 
614-466-5394 
Fax: 614-466-5394 
Email: linda.prucha@opd.state.oh.us 
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED 

represented by Gregory William Meyers 
(See above for address) 
LEAD ATTORNEY 
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED 

Linda E Prucha 
(See above for address) 
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED 

EXHIBIT 
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Robert Taft 

Reginald Wilkinson 

James Haviland 

represented by Kelley Ann Sweeney 
Ohio Attorney General - 2 
615 W Superior Avenue 
II th Floor 
Cleveland, OH 44113-1899 
216-787-3030 
Fax : 2!6-787-3480 
Email: ksweeney@ag.state.oh.us 
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED 

Marianne Pressman 
Ohio Attorney General - 2 
Corrections Litigation Section 
441 Vine Street 
Suite 1600 
Cincinnati, OH 45202-2809 
513-852-3497 
Email: mpressman @ag.state.oh.us 
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED 

Michael L Collyer 
Assistant Attorney General 
615 W Superior Avenue 
II th Floor 
Cleveland, OH 44113 
216-787-3030 
Fax: 216-787-3480 
Email: mcollyer@ag.state.oh.us 
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED 

represented by Kelley Ann Sweeney 
(See above for address) 
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED 

Marianne Pressman 
(See above for address) 
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED 

Michael L Collyer 
(See above for address) 
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED 

represented by Kelley Ann Sweeney 
(See above for address) 
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED 

Marianne Pressman 
(See above for address) 
ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED 

Michael L Collyer 
(See abO\·e for address) 
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AITORNEY TO BE NOTICED 

Filing Date # Docket Text 

06/10/2004 l MOTION for Leave to Proceed in forma pauperis by Plaintiffs Adremy Dennis, Richard W Cooey II. (Attachments: # l Cooey IFP App )Uh, ) (Entered: 06/17/2004) 

06/10/2004 2 ORDER granting I. Motion for Leave to Proceed in forma pauperis for Adremy Dennis and.Richard W Cooey. Marshal is to serve a copy of summons and complaint to each defendant. Each defendant is ordered to respond within 45 days after service of a copy of summon and complaint. Signed by Judge Mark R. Abel on 6/10/04. Uh, ) (Entered: 06/17/2004) 

06/18/2004 " COMPLAINT against James Haviland, Robert Taft, Reginald Wilkinson, filed by 
~ 

Plaintiffs Adremy Dennis, Richard W Cooey II, (Attachments: # J Exhibit)Uh,) (Entered: 06/18/2004) 

06/30/2004 4 CERTIFICATE OF Mailing by Clerk of summons and complaint to Defendants Robert Taft, Reginald Wilkinson and James Haviland via certified mail on 6/30/04 (sem,) (Entered: 07/0112004) 

07/12/2004 5 NOTICE of Appearance by Marianne Pressman Defendants Robert Taft, Reginald Wilkinson, James Haviland (Pressman, Marianne) (Entered: 07/12/2004) 

07113/2004 Q NOTICE of Appearance by Michael L Collyer DCfendants Robert Taft, Reginald Wilkinson, James Haviland (Collyer, Michael) (Entered: 07/1 3/2004) 

08/05/2004 1 MOTION to Dismiss by Defendants Robert Taft, Reginald Wilkinson, James Haviland. Responses due by 8/30/2004 (Sweeney, Kelley) (Entered: 08/05/2004) · 

08/23/2004 ~ RESPONSE in Opposition re 1 MOTION to Dismiss filed by Plaintiffs Adremy Dennis, Richard W Cooey II. (Attachments:# I Exhibit Exhibit 1 Dennis Prison Grievance Document#:;. Exhibit Exhibit 2 Cooey's Prison Grievance Document# 3 Exhibit Exhibit 3 OAC Prison Grievance Procedure)(Meyers, Gregory) (Entered: 08/2 3/2004) 

08/24/2004 9 MOTION for Preliminary Injunction To Stay Execution Of Plaintiff Dennis by Plaintiff Adremy Dennis. (Attachments:# 1 Exhibit One: Dennis's Oh Sup Ct Memo Contra Setting Execution# 2 Exhibit Two: Dennis's 6th Cir. Docket, Case No. 99-4460# 3 Exhibit Three: 7-14-04 Letter from Plaintiffs' Counsel to Defendants' Counsel# 4 Exhibit Four: Draft Rule 34 Request Included with 7-14-04 Letter# 5 Exhibit Five: 7-23-04 Letter from Defendants' Counsel to Plaintiffs' Counsel# 6 Exhibit Six, Part One: Plaintiffs' Sec. 1983 Complaint# 7 Exhibit Six, Part Two: Exhibits to Plaintiffs Sec. 1983 Complaint# 8 Exhibit Seven: Prosecutor's Oh Sup Ct Motion to Set Dennis's Execution#':) Exhibit Eight. Part One: Plaintiffs' Memo Contra 12(b)(6)# 10 Exhibit Eight. Pan Two: Exhibit One to Memo Contra 12(h)(6) 
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#I I Exhibit Eight, Part Three: Exhibit to Memo Contra I 2(b)(6)# 12 Exhibit Eight, 
Part Four: Exhibit to Memo Contra 12(b)(6))(Meyers, Gregory) (Entered: 
08/24/2004) 

08/30/2004 .ill REPLY to Response to Motion re 1 MOTION to Dismiss filed by Defendants 
Robert Taft, Reginald Wilkinson, James Haviland. (Attachments: # I Exhibit) 
(Sweeney, Kelley) (Entered: 08/30/2004) 

09/0112004 lJ RESPONSE in Opposition re 9 MOTION for Preliminary Injunction To Stay 
Execution Of Plaintiff Dennis filed by Defendants Robert Taft, Reginald Wilkinson, 
James Haviland. (Attachments: #I Exhibit Affidavit of Warden Haviland# 2 Exhibit 
Affidavit of Dershwitz# ,3_ Exhibit Affidavit of Rosow)(Collyer, Michael) (Entered: 
0910112004) 

-
09/0112004 12 Supplemental Memorandum Opposing re 11 Response in Opposition to Motion, 

Supplemental Exhibit filed by Defendants Robert Taft, Reginald Wilkinson, James 
Haviland, Robert Taft, Reginald Wilkinson, James Haviland. (Collyer, Michael) 
(Entered: 09/0112004) 

09/03/2004 ll REPLY to Response to Motion re 9 MOTION for Preliminary Injunction To Stay 
Execution Of Plaintiff Dennis filed by Plaintiff Adremy Dennis. (Meyers, Gregory) 
(Entered: 09/03/2004) 

09/16/2004 14 ORDER denying 9 Petitioner's Motion for Preliminary Injunction. Signed by Judge 
Gregory L Frost on 9/16/04. (sem, ) (Entered: 09/16/2004) 

09/20/2004 15 NOTICE OF APPEAL by Plaintiff Adremy Dennis. Filing fee$ 255. (Timken, 
Kyle) (Entered: 09/20/2004) 

09/20/2004 !_() MOTION for Order to set Trial Date on or before October 8, 2004 by Plaintiffs 
Adremy Dennis, Richard W Cooey II. (Attachments: # l Exhibit 9- I 6-04 New York 
Times article quoting Dr. Dershwitz)(Meyers, Gregory) (Entered: 09/20/2004) 

. 
'' 09/20/2004 l7 MOTION for Order to Compel Defendants to Answer Complaint by Plaintiffs I Adremy Dennis, Richard W Cooey II. (Meyers, Gregory) (Entered: 09/20/2004) ,. 

09/20/2004 18 MOTION to Expedite Ruling On D4endants' Pending Rule 12b Motion to Dismiss 
by Plaintiffs Adremy Dennis, Richard W Cooey II. (Meyers, Gregory) (Entered: 
09/20/2004) 

09/21/2004 I<) MOTION to Compel DiscOFery If' Trial Date Is Set On Or Bej(H·e 10-8-04 by 
Plaintiffs Adremy Dennis, Richard W Cooey IL (Attachments:# I Exhibit A 
Plaintiffs' Counsel's 7-14-04 Letter to Defendants' Counsel# 2 Exhibit B Plaintiffs' 7-
I 4-04 Request For Production of Documents# 3 Exhibit C Defendants' Counsel's 7-
23-04 Letter to Plaintiffs'Counsel)(Meyers, Gregory) (Entered: 09/21/2004) 

09/23/2004 Transmission of Notice of Appeal and Docket Sheet to US Court of Appeals re I:' 
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Notice of Appeal. (dms) (Entered: 09/23/2004) 

09/24/2004 20 ORDER granting 7_ Respondents' Motion to Dismiss and denying as moot .LS 
Petitioner's Motion to Expedite ruling on the Motion to Dismiss; This action is 
DISMISSED WITHOUT PREJUDICE. Signed by Judge Gregory L Frost on 
9/24/04. (sem, ) (Entered: 09/24/2004) 

09/24/2004 .2J JUDGMENT entered pursuant to the Opinion and Order signed by Judge Gregory L 
Frost on 9/24/04, (sem,) (Entered: 09/24/2004) 

I PACER Service Center I 
I Transaction Receipt I 
I 09/25/2004 15:34:43 I 
[PACER 
Logm: lloh0003 I Client Code: lrruchaldennis I 
Description: Docket Case 12:Q4,cv,Q0532-GLF-

I Report Number: MRA 

lmnable Pages: 113 II cost: 110.21 I 
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~o::.:::0.:k~s, L:;c D=~~~::~;: •~~::r:;.,.:::s :2.: ?~'t!ic :.:.S kgi~r::2.~~ i\2.~~:-c:S'...S ~ i2.:..s s..:.Dje.::, 
2....1C \:.''= z.:: ?•o·.-1cb:.g i:= follo-wi:;.g dcw~2:~lo~ 

Tt:!: ::x::::-..:.::c:. ::~-::. 0'!~.:-!.S ~':-.!2..""3~g ~":~ ?:-o:!::.t::..-= i..:.':t~ Czys frc2. :!l! ~xe:::..:.~o~ d.:..:~. 0~ Ge Cz.y of i.!:.e :x:cu:iof'~ ~E .. :.c: lo~G z.::: :=;12c:-::i !n ::..aci:J o"f~c ~~!so;:e.- 1 5 2...~ p:-:oz 1.0 t:~-;.~~~g 6e C~aL~ chz..-nOe:. _.!._fr!-7 i..h!: prison~ }:c_s be=n plzc~d c~ -..... !.,_~ cxc.=!.!.bo~ t::i, rubir~g fo7 t2e C:li·.:~r;: ofL~c ch:~CGls ts 2.ti:z.:.b.~d. to e.<.ch lock. 
Ti::: che~cz.!s 2:~ c.-4-.i-:is;:::-ed ·,.,ia ii~.d infusion. ?ersc~s p:rfor:ni.r~g L~ese ~ctio115 
b:.v:: C.::~ c..::Z~ci. ~ 6L-::: a Li::~!:::i !=rz.c:iczl :::.1.:.-s~. F~2...r::.e:ii= 01 Fr-JeCotcrny ::.:~"1.ici~. Th:: cb.~:;icc.ls C.:! :r.~ct !;:.\r> c~- ~;n. i:~-....:: ~-::: bc:c;::cs t!..J.a...,cil<!.b!::, t.~e 
C"'-.~-t: ~ ... , ·.:.;o;JJci 'oc t.:.S.:.::. .. .:. .. 0.-i£i!.c:;l Dcc<:Ul ha.s ;;ronct=~::r a~c.~. 

I 
Ti"!: d.:.-..!gs z.:::. aC .. :.:-:.i~:~:. b ~:: fcl1c· .... -~.I1g c.~s.t;'!s: .-;.;o g:.,-,s o:f6iopo:.z1 sQC..!.l!..T? .. ill nor:=z.! sz.!!!!t co:J.C!!..."'.::'!.Cibn;·on'! b:..nC::d ~lli~a..s.s oipa:.-..c"!.!ro!!.lt!I:t brotllid: 

!..: 2orr:;z..i scl~~ concc:::.::-.z.tlo.!!~ 2.:1d 100 .ci!Ee::n.!.!vcl:;:tS of:;:JOtzssit:= ::hlorici:; in r::;olmal 
s2lin=: cc:1:.::m:-zrjon. The t:-...io'J~:J.t=..l soci.it.: . ..::: a:~d c2.:.::.u.:vni~~ broc.ici~ :u: purc.b.2sed ::ww e 1oc.z.J ph2...'1!1:=;. T.:::.: ~i~Gon ph21i::..2.C); pt.L-c'C.25:S ~~e. cirJg1 .. r~ Tt.!lJ'I.S tbe drugs 
ov::; to th: \V z:C.::1 ~:i k.!~s z. ::cerci of r:::::::ct 2.!':6 t!S2.g::. ?l!..-c h2.!=. ~d r~cord. ke::pillg 
p:oc::dt!res hzve b~::;:. cGoJciL.,~:::i 'Mi .. h r_~t ~g Ei1!0il:..:!;:'leTit Age!1cy UJ.d ilie Ob.io 
S(~i.e 3o2.!ci oiPhz.,.;~z.c;. 

EXHIBIT 
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Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and Con-eci:iOJ 

Bob Tc.ft, Governor 

Kelly Culshaw Esq. 
Office oft.!,e Ohio Public Defender 
8 East Long Stree·, 
Columbus, Ohio 43215-2998 

WWYJ.drc.state.oh.us 

Ref: Your Letter dated January 16, 2004 

Dear Ms. Cui shaw: 

1050 Free\'12y Drive Nor 
Columbus, Ohio ,;3?; 

Reginald A. Wilkinson, o·1rect 

Ja_nuary 30, 2004 

I a.'TI responding to the above referenced Jetter. Tl1ere you ask for a synopsis of the lethal injection process. You indicate the request is a follow up to your letter dated December 23,2003. Please note l only received your January 16"' letter. 

Saline locks are placed in each oftbe prisoner's arm prior to entering the death chamber. After the prisoner has been placed on tl1e execution bed, tubing for the deliver\' of the chemicals is anached to each lock. The chemicals are administered via hand · infusion. The cheoicais are infused into one am1. lft.1e arm becomes unavailable, the other ann is used. 

The drugs are administered in the following dosages: two grams of thiopental sodium in normaJ saline concentration; one hundred milligrams of pancuronium bromide in normal saline concentration; and 100 milliequivalents of potassium chloride in normal saline concentration. 

Copies: 
Assistant Director 
Warden, SOCF 
Chief Counsel 

Sincerely, 

Vincent Laga.-.a 
Staff Counsel 

EXHIBIT 

lOB 
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1"1 THE LM'lTED ST,o_ TES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE SOUTHER.:'i DISTRICT OF OHIO, EASTERN DIVIS IOl\ 

LEWIS W!LU.-'1.'\IS, JR .. ~nd 
J0n01 G. ROE, 

Plilinti tfs, 

Y. 

ROBERT TA.fT, 
REGINALD WILKINSON, and 
JAM:ES HA VILAN'D, 

Defendants. 

AFF!D.-'1. VIT OF \lARK J. S. HEATH. M.D .. 
BO.-'.R.D CERTIFIED A"iESTHESlOLOGIST 

1, lvlc.rk J. S. Heath .. af~.er being duly S\'-'O:TI and camioned, he1eby affiffi'l as follows: 

l. ?vly ncme is Mark J. S. Ee2th, M.D., 1 = an Assist<:nr Professor of ClirrJ~al A ... 'le.sthes~ology in the D=pmment of A.nesth~siology 2.1: Coh.:.mbia University in New York City, N.Y. I received my Iv1edicc.1 Doctorate degree from L~e University of Noren C:aro!i:1a at Chc.pel Hill in 1986 and co;npleted residency 2.1"ld fellowship ;raining in !\.rJesthesiology in 1992 ar Columbia University Medical Center. I am Board Cenified in .A ... !1es1hesio!ogy, and ar.1 licensed to practice Medicine in New York State. ~1y work consists of 2.pp7oximately equal pans of performi~g clinical z.nesthesiology, tea::hiwg residents, fellows 2nd medical students, md managing a neuroscio:nce laboratory. As a result of my tr>.ining and research I 2.rn fac-nilizr <:nd proficient with the l'Se and pharmacology oftl-,e chemicals !.'sed to perform leth:J i.,-,jection. 
, 

2. Ove: :.:1e '92Si.. several years, z.s a result of concerns about the mechmics of lethal injection as ~r~cticed in the United Stares, I havc·po,;orrned several hundred hours of research imo the tech..'liques that are used during tl:>js procedure. I have been admitted as an expert medical witness in courts in Georgia, Tennessee, Pen.'lsylvania, <:nd Louisiac'la. I have filed affidavits that have been reviewed by courts in the above states and also Virginia, New York, Alabac"!la, ac'ld by the United States Supreme Coll.'t. During court proceedings I h2.ve heard testimony from prison wcrdens who are res!Jonsible for conducting .executions by leth>.l injection. I have testified before the Nebraska Senate Judiciary Committee reoardino oroposed legislation to adopt lethal 
. . . 

~ ~. InJCCtJOn. My research regarding lethal injection has involved both extensive conversations with recognized expens in the field and personal correspondence with the individuals responsible for introducing lethal injection as a method of execution in Oklohomo and the United States. 

EXHIBIT 
Af;"id.1vi1 cflvbrk J.S. Hc::ui-..,. l'vLD. 11 P;;~_g-: I of7 
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3. tvly qualitications 2re funher dct::1iled in my curriculum \·it~e. J. copy of 
which is ottilched hereto as E~hibit A and incorporoted by refecence os if fully rewrinen 
herem. 

~. I hove rn·ic\ved the follo\ving infoiii1:1lion ;eguding Ohio's lcthJ.l 
ir,jection procedures: a lener written by Warden James S. Hovilond and dated April 19, 200::, .:md a letter \Vritten by c.nomey Vincem L1gana, stJ.ff counsel for the Ohio Depar,ment of Rehobilirarion and Correction, and dated May 30, ?.00?.. See Exhibit B (Warden Haviland's lener) and Exhibit C (attorney Lagana's letrer). This information 
\V2'i Frovided by attorney Gregory W ·Meyers. He informed me th2t a :a !league of his tiled tO obtain additional details from a represenlat~ve of Ohio's prison syster.1, b:Jt that :hose ::.rtempts proved l!nsuccessful. 

5. The information contained in these rwo letters r2.1ses the follow1ng conce;-r.s about the Ohio lethal injection procedure. These concerns arise both from the details disclosed in the 1ea~rs and flam medically relevant, logical inferences dravvn f;ora the omission of details in the lene~s (e.g., details regarding the training of the persor:...T']el involved; det2ils of ::.li of the medicc..l equipruent used; and detaiis of the precise methods by which the persorr.:"1el lnvoived use the equipwent to carry out 2..n exec-:..ti.ion bv lethal injection). 

6. The letters by \Varden Haviland and aaomey Lagana state that as pc.rt of its protocol for letb~l injection Ohio uses the drugs sodiuTn thiopema\ (als0 know 2.5 "thiopental sodium" and "pentothal"), pancuronium bromide (also know 2.5 ··oancuronium" and "Pzvulon"), and pot2..Ssium chloride (also known 2.5 ''KCl") 

7. The infonn.a1 
.. ion u~at is provided does not indicate the sequence in which the three drugs are ad:ninistered during the course of an execution. \Vhile no sequence of the above three drugs is accept~ble (because of the use ofpancuroniurn), if thiopental ls adminis1ered as the: second Ol third drug the execution is virrually certain to constitute torture. Even if J assume that thiopental is ilie first drug E.dministered. significant concerns r~main bz.sed on the matters discussed below. 

8. A major concern about the protoccl relates to the use of the drug pancuronium bromide. Pancuronium paralyzes all voluntary muscles, but does not 
>.ffect sensation, consciousness, coi;nition, or Ll)e ability to feel pain md suffocation. If the Li-Jiopenr2l and pot2..Ssium are to be given in doses sufficient to cause death, then it is 
my opinion held to a re2..Sonable degree of medical cenainty that there would be no rational or medically justifiable place in the protocol for pancuronium. 

9. If thiopental is not properiy administered in a dose sufficient to c~use death or at least the loss of consciousness for the duration of the execution procedure, 
then it is my opinion held to a reasonable degree of medical cerr2inty that Ll)e use of p2.ncuronium plc.ces the condemned inmate at risk for consciously experiencing 
p::!rillysis, suffoc2.tion, and the excruciating pain of the intravenous injection of high dose potassium chloride. 

AfGd:I.vit of !vbrlc J.S. He;:~.th. ~LD. 
P~ge 2 of7 
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10. Bosed on the infom<otion ovoiloble to me, it is my op1nton held to a re 2son;,ble de«ree of medical cenointy thot Ohio's lethol injection protocol creo"s on unaccepl::!bk -risk th2.t the ·inmate will not be anesthetized to the point of being uncor.scious ~md una\vare of pnin for the duration of the e:\ecution proc:dllre. If the inmate is not f1rst successfully 2nesthetized, then it is my opinion to i2 reason:.~b!e deqree of medical c~r.ainty th2.t the pancuronium will parol:::z~ all voluntary muscles 2nd mask ext~mal. physical indications of rhe excmciating paln being experienced bv the inmate during the process of suffocating (caused by the pancuronium) and hnving ~a 
C2.! :iiac arrest (caused by the potassiurn chlor;de). 

11. If administered ;;.lone, a lethal dose of pancuronium \.vould not imT7le:di<!.tely caus~ a condemned lilmate to lose consciousness_ It would tot2.llv immobilize the iP-'11C:J.te by paralyzing all voluntary muscles and the diaphragm, c2using th-e inmate to suffocate to death while experiencing an intense, conscious desire to inlde. Ultimately, consciousness would be lost, but it would not be lost as an immediate and direct result of the p2.ncuroniuw. R2.!her, the loss of consciousness would be due ro suffocation, and would be preced"ed by the torrn.e:1t 2.nd agony caused by suffocstion 

12. If taken alone, a lelhal dose of pot2..ssiuw chloride wodd not im:r..edia~ely cause a condeiT.L.J.tt::d. ln.In2..te to lose consciousness. It would fi~st cause excr..:.ciating pain as it traveled through the ve:1ous system to the he2.rt, 2.nd, onr:e it re2.ched the heart, it would cause a painful card!.ac ar7est that \Vould deprive the br2.in of oxygen and rather quickly (but not immediately) cause death_ lf pancurcnium were admi:-liSt!:red prior to lh: potassium chloride any visible signs of paiu or agony caused by the pot2..Ssium would be completely masked and t.mdetect>ble to onlooke,., or \.\'ltr.ess::s. 

13. It is my understanding that Ohio's execution protocol requ5res the pr~sence of media witnesses to the execl!tion, c.nd permits the presence of w)tness chos~n by the inrnate,2.nd chos::::J. by L~e vlc~iU".\:: survi-...ing fa.rnily members. It is my ·opinion based on a re2Sonable degree of medical certai..r1ty thal the use ofp2..TJCUrQ.-,inm ef~~......tively nt!llifies rl"ie abiiitv of witJ1esses to discern whether or not the conde~Jed prisoner ls experiencing a peaceful or agonizing death. Regcrdless of the experience of the condemned prisoner, whether he or she is deeply unconscious or experiencing the excruciation of suffocation~ paralysis. znd potassium injection, he or she will appear to witnesses to be serene 2..'1d peaceful due to the relaxation and irrmtobilization of the facial and other skeletal muscles. 

14. B2..Sed on my r•se2rcb into issues related to leth>l execution, I know w"tat there was a time when pancuronium w2..S an acceptable drug for use by veterina..-jans in the euthm2..Sia ofhous•hold pets such as dogs md cats; but that the use of pancuronium lS now prohibited by mmy veterinary guidelines in this and other countries for pr:cisely the reasons outlined above. Veterinary stondards forbid crea:ing the risk th2.t household pels would die while poncuronium masks the type of excrucioting poin 

Affid:tvit ofivh.rk J.S. HeJ.th, M.D. 
h.gc::; of7 
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bufi"'lan bein2:s J.re exposed \0 in Ohio·s execution protocol. The use of p<!..ncuronium f<lils to comPort \.vith the evoking "st2.ndnrd of decency" regarding the ending of life in 
household pets. In my medic2! opinion. bosed on a reasonable degree of medic<:! cen<:inty, the use of p<:ncuronium in the leth<:l injection protocol for executing hum:Jn beings vio!Jtes stnndards of decency design~d to pie\·ent the infliction of excmcic:1ting p:1in and suffering on human beings. 

1 ). Another mtljor concern I hnve based on \Vh:;t I know about Ohio's 1 ethal injection protocol relates to the use of sodium thiopentJl. Sodium thiopental is :J.n 
ultr?..Short-~cting bubitur2tt: ... ,_·ith a very short shelf life in liquid form. Thiopental i~ distributed i:1 powder form 10 incre2.Se its shelf life: it must be rnix.~d into a liquid solution by tr~ined personal before it c~n be injected. 

16. V.'hen anesthesiologists use sodium thiopentd, we do so for the purposes of temporarily cnesthetizing patients for sufficient time to intub::..te the trachea and ir:stitute mechanical support ofvemilation and respiration. One.:: this has been achieved, additional drugs are administ::red to maintain a "surgicnl depth" or ''surgical plane" of anesthesia (i.e., c.. level of anesthesia deep enough to ens11re that a Sl!.:g)cal SJ2.tient fe'ds no pain and is uncoi1scicus for the duration of the surgical procedure). The medical utility of thiopental derives f1om its ultrashon:-zcting propenies: if unanticipated obstacles hinder or prever~t sllccessfd inrubai:ion, patie:1ts v.·ill q'..l.ickly regain consciousness and will resume ventjlation and respir2.tion on their own. 

17. The b:::neflts of thiopental in the operating room engender serious risks in ~he execution chamber. B2.Sed on the inform::.tion I h.:.ve avail2.bie to me concerning Ohio's execution prowcol,.a rwo (2) gram dose of sodium thiopental is app2!ently 2drninistered in a single injection frofi1_ 2. single syringe. By contrast, based on my research a.11d the research of others L.Jto the procedures for executing humz.."'1 beings by meaiJS of !eLlJal injection, the original design of the lethal injection protocol called for the continuous intravenous acL-ci..rJ.istr2.t.ion of an u.Jtr2.Short-acting barbiturate. B2.Sed on my research md the research ·of oloers, the central elements of the lethal-injection procedure used in O~io is similar to the or.c "dopte·.; mmy years ago in Okla.hom2 (which, it c.p?e2Is, many Si2.tes used as a mQdrl.:-:".¥ithou: substantive independent research). Oklahorria requir:s ·2t~ "cor·1tinuous .intravenous :administration of. an ultrashon-acting barbinrr2.te" (Oklahoma Statutes, Title 22 Criminal Procedure, Chapter 17 pan 1014 A). It does not 2.ppear that Ohio's j:lfOtocol includes this "continuous" requirement. The use of a continuous 2dministration of the ultrashort-2cting barbitur,.te is essential to ~:nsure continued and sustained unconsciousness during the 
2dministration of pa.'lcuronium .and potassium chloride. It is my opinion b2Sed on a reason2.ble degree of medical certainty t.lJ2t the failure to require a continuous infusion of thiopental places the condemned irL-nate at a needless and significmt risk for the conscious experience of paalysis durino the excruciatino pain of both suffoc2tion 2nd h . " " t e mtnvenous injection of pot2ssium chloride. 

18. Based on my research into leth2l injection, the dose of pentothal described in the Ohio protocol, 2 grams, is considerably ]ower than the doses described 

AfTiC.:J.vir ofM~rk J.S. He::d1, M.D. 
Pog<.; of7 
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tr 2ining ;:Jnd experience. The greJ.l m:!jority of nurses 2re not tr~ined in the use of \.dtrJshort-acting barbirurates; indec:d, this class of drugs is essentially only used bv nurses who have signific::mt experience in intensive Gtre unils and as nurse anesthetist~. Ve:v f~w oaramedics are lr~ined or experienced in the use of ultrashon-actino bar~itur;:nes: Based on my medical training and experience, and based upon m~ reseZ~rch of lethal injection proceduieS and pr~ctices. inadequ~cies in these ~re~ elev~t~ the risk that the kth:ll injection procdure will couse the conde;nned lo suffer e.'\cn1ciating pc:.in dt.!ring the execution process. 

23. Thr·. inf0rmation provided includes no exhausti·~·e "equipment list'', and ts thereby lacking in :.:.ny assurance thZJt the necessary equipment ilnd supplies are present to ensure that the placement of the inrr8.venous catheter c2.n be performed \vithour needless suffering. 

24. The informarion 1 have about Ohio's lethal injection procedure provldes no ·specific;J.tions regarding the set-up of th~ intravenous bag of fiuids, the drip chamber, the flow regulator, the intravenous tubing, the stopcocks or injection pOri:S or ne2. . .r1s of injection. It is my opinion based on a re2.Sonable degree of meciical cenainty, c.:-1d b2.sed on wy review of lethc.l execution procedures in states that have disclosed i'i!Or;:: d~'i::.iled infoiT.Il2.tion than wh2t I have seen about Ohio's procedures, that there exist many risks 2.Ssocic.ted with whether the necessary equipment has been set up and l.ltiEzeC correctly by peo?le properly tn.ined iu the use of the equipment nec=ss2..!.-y to pro;H-::ly adminis~er any intrcsenol!s drugs, including those desizned to czuse de::.th. 

25. The infocmation anilable to me about Ohio's lethal injection execution protocol contains no r;::ferer:ce to pl2..:."1S for de2.ling.with the foresee2.ble circurr.stance wherein intravenous c..:cess carLJot be obt2..ined i!l the arm or leg. In t..'Jis setting, state lethal injection protocols ty;>ically specify the use of a "cut-down" procedure to access ::. vein adequate for the reliable infusion of t:.1e lethal d..:.'""L!gs. Based on my medical training 2.11d experience, 2..~d b2.Sed on my rese2.rch into lethal injection procedures and practices, iris my opinion to a reasonable degree of medical certainty that a.'l1y reliable, humane lethal injecrion pr'>cedure must account for the foreseeable circumstance of a condemned iP...:."Tlatoo: ~t.::ing ph:.:sical characteristics that prevent intravenous access from being obtained by a n~edle piercing the skin and entering a s·.,.(per:lcial vein suitable for rhe rekble delivery of drugs. No equipment or supplies for performing a cut-down procedure arc listed in the Ohio· .lethal injection protocol, nor is there infonnation regarding the training, experience, expertise, credentials, certification, or proficiency of the personn•l who would perfo~ the "cur down" procedure. 

26. Based on my resezrch into methods of lethal injection used by various states and the federal government, ar1d ·based on my tT2ining and experience as a medical doctor specializing in anesthesiology, it is my opinion based on a reasonable degree of medical certainty that, given the apparent absence of a central roie for a properly t;alned medical or veterinary professional in Ohio's execution procedure, it con ~nd should be presumed tho1 the lethal injection procedure Ohio employees creates 

Afiid::vit of Marl: J.S. H:::1rb, M.D. 
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nedically unaccept:J.ble risks of inlltction excntciating p:1in ar1d suffering on mn:2 :ts 
during the leth"l injection procedure. 

Fu-RTHER AFFLA.?'H S . .o. YETH NAl'GHT 

1 C.ec'tare under penally of perjury that C\·e~y1hing I have SZI!C In the :J.bove docume~i: 
c<.ptioned AFFID .. WIT OF iVI.A...R..K J. S. HE:HH, 0-i.D., BO.A...R.D CER.TlFlcD 
A;-.IESTHES!OLOG lST is true to the best of my knowledge. 

Mark J. S. He:e.th, M.D., AFFlAN 1 

Swo!7l to 2.lld subscribed before me on this __ dt:l:,· ofDec:mber, 2003 

Li< Pascale, J.D., l"OT.A...l\.Y PUBLIC 

Aflu:i::Jvt! of Mil:-k J.S. He:nh, M.D. 
'?::Jge 7 of7 
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Curriculum Vit2e 

1) Cate of preparation: October 6, 2003 

2} Name: 

Sir<h date: 
Birthplace: 
Citizenship: 

Mark J. S. Heath 

March 28. 1950 
New York, NY 
United States. United Kingdom 

3l Academic Training: . 

Hzr;ard Unrversity S.A., Biology, 1983 

University of North Ca;-o!in2. Chaoel Hill M.D .. 1987 

MeCica! License New York: 177101-1 

.::!, J Traineeship: 

5) 

6) 

"f) 

5) 

i 987- 1988 !r,\Stilsh:p. lnierilal !V1edicine. George V\'2shingt:)n University Hospital, 
VVashingtor., DC. 

~~sss -1991 Residency. Anesthesiology, Cclurr~bic College of Physicians 2nd 
Surgeons, New York. NY 

1991 - 1993 Fellowship, Anesthesiology, Columbi2 College of Physicians 2nd 
Su~eons, New York, NY 

Board Oualiiicaticn: 

Di;:;lomcte. American Soard of Anesthesiology, October 1991. 

Military Service: None 

Professional q~,;anizations: 

American Society of Anesthesiologists 
International Anesthesia Research Society 
Society of Ccirdiovascular Anesthesiology 

Academic Appoin.tments~. 

1993-2002 

2002- present 

Assistant Professor of Anesthesiology, Columbia 
University, New York, NY 

Assistant Professor of Clinical Anesthesiology, 
Columbia University, New York. NY 

9) Hospital/Clinical Appointments: 

\: • 
EXHIBIT 
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i 993- present Assistant Altending Anesthesiologist. Presbyterian 
Hospital, New York. NY. 

i 0) Honors: 

i 1) 

12) 

13) 

!>/~agn2 curT! laude. Harvard University 
Alpha Omega Alpha, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Fiest Prize. New Yo;< State Society of Anesthesiologists Resicent 
Pr:sentations. 1991 

Fellowship and Grant Support: 

Foundation for Anest!lesia EdL:cz.tion and Research, Research Starter 
Grant Award. Principal Investigator. funding 7/92- 7/93, S15.000. 

Foundation for Anesthesia Education and Research Young Investigator 
Award. Principal Investigator. funding 7/S3- 7/96, S70,000. 

NIH KOS "Inducible kr.ocl<out of the NK1 recepto(' 
Principal Investigator. K08 funding ·,2/98 - i 1102, 
S.c,.31 ,94 7 over three ye2rs 

NlH 

(no-cost extension to continue through 1.!130/2002) 

R01 "Tachykinin regulation of 2nxiety and stress respo~:ses" 
Principal lnvestisator, fundinQ sr:/2002- 5/30/2007 
S1 ,2e7,000 ovar 5 years 

Depart.'T1ental 2:--.0 University Commir.ees: 

Research Allocation Panel (1996- 2001) 
Institutional Review Board (Alternate Boards 1-2. futl me!'iiber B02id 3) 
(2003- present) 

tlec~urer and clinical teac!ler: Anesthesrolos-y Restdency rrogram. 
Columbia Universi:y and Presby:erian Hospital. New York. NY 

Advanced C~rdiac l.:ife Support Training 

Invited Lecturer: 

NK1 receptor functions in pain and neural develooment. Comell 
University" December 1994 

Anxiety, stress, and the NK1 receptor, University of Chicago, 
Department of Anesthesia and Critical Care, July 2000 

Anesthetic Considerations of LVAO Implantation, University of 
Chicago, Department of Anes.thesia and Critical Care. July 2000 
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NKI receptor function in stress and anxiety, St. John's University 
Depzrtro1enl oi 1•/iecicinal Chero1istry, lv1arch 2002 

Making a brave mouse (end meking a mouse brave), lvll.Sinai 
School of tvledicine, May 2002 

Anesthetic considerations ot LVAO implantation. Recurrent 
lecture ot Columbia University LVAD imp!cnt2tion course. 

14) Grant Review Committees: None 
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iS) Publications 

Oriainal oeer reviewed articles 
• Santarelli, L .. Gobbi. G .. Debs, P.C.. Sibille. E. L .. Blier. P .. Hen, R., Heath, M.J.S. (2001). Genetic end phar;nccologiccf disruption of neurokinin 1 recspi.or function decreases anxietyrelated behaviors and incr:ascs serotcnergic iunclion. Proc. Nat. Aced. Sci., 98("). 1912 _ 1917. 

King, T.E. '.Heath M. J. S' .. Debs, P, Davis, MB Hen. R, Barr, G. (2000). The 
develo:tma:nt of nociceptive responses in neurokinin-1 receptor knockout mice. Ne·~ro;eport:,11 (3), 587-91 .o authors contributed equally to this work 

Heath, M. J_ S., Lints. T .. Lee, C. J., Dodd, J. (1995). Functional express1cn otthe tachykinin NK, receptor by fioor plate cells in the erc.bryonic rat spinal cord and brainstem. Journal of Physiotooy ~e6.1, 139-148. 

Heath, M. J. S., Womack M.D .. MacDermott, A .. B. (1994). Subsance P elevates intrac2liulcr co!ciuril i:-1 both 11eurons and gl'.al c=lls ~roril the dorsal horn of the soinal cDrd. Journal of Neuroohvsioloov 72(3). i 192- 1197. 

McGehee, D. S., Heath, M. J. S., Gelber. S .. DeVey, P .. Role. L.W. (1995) Nicotine enhancement of fast exci~ztory syncpt"1c transmission in the CNS by presyn2ptic receptors. Science 269, 1592- 't6S5. 

tvlor,;les D. ~lacigan J. Cullinane S, Chen J. Heath, M. J. S., Oz M. Oliver JA. Landry DVV. (i 999). Reversal bv V2Sc8ressin of intractable hypote;;sion in the late phcse of her:1on-h2aic shock. Circ-Jietion.-Jui2Q;100(3):226-9. -

La Turco. J. J., Owens. D. F .. Heath, M. J. S., Davis, M_ B. E., Krigstein, A. R. (1995). GABA and gluta1112te depolaiiz.e cor',ical progenitor cells and inhibit DNA synthesis. Neuron 15, 1287-1298. 

Kyrozis A., Goldstein .P. A., Heath, M_ J. S., MacDerm-:o•t. .~.: 8. (i S95}. Calcium entry throuah a subpopulation of AtvlP..A. r::ceptor&..rt.~sensi~:zed neighbOring NMDA receptors in rat dorsal hOrn neurons. Journal of Phvsioloov 485.2, 373-381., 

McGehee, D.S., Aldersberg, M., Liu, K.-P· .• Hsuing, S., Heath, M.J.S., Tamir, H. (1997). Mechanism of extracellular Ca''-receptor sf1mulated hormone release from sheep thyroid parafolicular cells_ Journal of Phvsio!oov: 502,1, 31 - 44. 

Kao. J., Houck, K., Fan, Y., HaE{hnel, L, Ligutti, S. K., Kayton, M. L., Grikscheit, T .. Chabot, J., Nowygrod, R., Greenberg, S_, Kuang, W.J .. Leung, D. W .. Hayward, J. R., Kisiel, W .. Heath, M. J_ S., Brett. J., Stern, D. (1994). Characterization of a novel tumor-derived cytol<.ine. Journal of Bioloaical Chemistrv 269, 25106-25119. 

Dodd, J., Jahr, C. E., Hamilton, P.N., Heath, M.J.S., Matthew, W.D .. Jessell. T.M. (1983). Cytochemical end physiological properties of sensory and dorsal horn neurons th;t transmit cutaneous sensation. Cold Sorina Harbor Svmoosia of Quantitative Biology 48, 685-695. 
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p-,nsl<y, O.J .. Naka. Y .. Liao. H .. Oz. H. 0 .. Wagner. D. D .. Mayadas. T. N .. Johnson. R. c .. Hynes, R. 0 .. Heath, iv1.J.S .. Lawson. C.A .. S\ern. D.lvl. Hypoxia-induced exocytosis oi e~dothelial call Weibei-Palade C>ocies. Journcl of Clinical lnves1'1oction 97(2). ~93- 500. 

Case reoorts none 

Rev'1ew. chao'i.ers. edHori2ls 

Heath, M. J. S., Dickstein. M. L. (2000). Perioperalive management of the left ventr'1cular ass·,st device recipient. Prog Cardiovasc Dis.;43(1):47-54. 

Dickstein, M.L .. ivlets B. Heath M.J.S. (200CJ). l'.nesthelic considerations during left ventricular assist device implcntation. Cardiac Assist Devices pp-63- 74. 

Heath, M. J. S. and Hen. R. (1995). Genetic insights into serotonin function. Current Bioloov 5.9, 997-999. 

Heath, M.J.S., fvlathews D. {1990). Care of the Or~an Donor. Anesthesio!oav Reoort 3, 34.:::.-348. 

Heath, M. J. S., Basic physiology and p~armecology of the central sy:'1apse. (1993) Anesthes·lolocv Clinics of North America i5(3). ~73- 485. 

Abstr2cts 

Heath: ?v!.J.s.~ Davi;, tvr., S2ntar:lli L., Hen H. (2002). G~::Je targ:::ting of the NK.J r:::ceptoc blocks so;:re:ss-evoked induction ofc-Fos in the wu.-ine·lcc•.:..s coeruleus. IP2-..S .A.Jntricz.i1-J2.p2.n Congress A-15. 

He~th, M.J .S., Davis, M., Santarelli L., Hen H. (2002). Gene targeting of the NKl receptor blocks si:ress-evoked induction of c-Fos in the murine bcus coeruleus . .Anesthesiology 95 :.-".-3 ll. 

' He~th, !YLJ.S., Davis; M., So..'1tarelli L., Hen H. (2002). Ev;:cessto" of Substance P and NKl Receptor in the Murine Locus Coeruleus and Dorsal Raohe Nucleus. Anesthesia and Analoesia 93; S-212 . -

Heath, M.J.S., Davis, M., Santarelli l.. Hen H. (2002). Expression of Substance P and NK1 Receptor in the Murine Locus Coeruleus and Dorsal Raohe Nucleus. Artesthesia and Analoesia 93; S-212. 
-

Heath, M.J .S., Sartlarelli L, Hen ·H. (2001 j The NK1 receptor is necessary for the stress-evoked expression of c-Fos in the para ventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus_ Anesthesia and Analgesia 92; S233. 

Heath, M.J.S., Santarelli L, Debs P, Hen H. (2000). Reduced anxiety and stress responses in mice lacking the NK1 receptor .. 'lnesthesiology 93: 3A A-755. 

•. 
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rle2th, 1\U.S., King. T., Debs, P.C., Davis M, Hen R.. Barr G. (2000). NKl receptoc aene 
disrup~ion clters the development of nociception. Anesthesia end Analgesia; 90; S315. 

Heath, M.J.S., Lee, J.H .. Debs. P.C .. Davis. lvL ("1997). Der,neation of spinal cord glial 
subpopulations expcessing the NK1 receptoc. Anesthesiology; 87: 3A; A639. 

Heath, M.J.S., MacDerClolt A.B. (1992). Substance P elevates intracellular calcium in dorsal 
horn cells witr.. neurone! and glial properties. Society for Neurosc·12nce Abstracts: "18: 123.1. 

He2th, M.J.S., Lee C.J .. Dodd J. (1994). Ontogeny of NK1 receptor-Eke immunorcactivit'/ in tho 
rat spinal cord. ~-ociety for Neuroscience Abstcacts; 20; 1'15.16. · -

He2th, r'li.J.S.,_Berr.1an M.F:(1991) tsoflur2ne rTlOdulation of c2icium channel currents in spinal 
:ord dorsal horn neurons. An_esthesio!ogy 75; 3A: A1037. 
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AfFIDAVJT OF CAROL WEIHRER 

IN THE COUNTY OF FAIRFAX 

THE STATE OF VIRGINIA l 

BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, did personally appear Carol Weihrer, and having been duly swore, did state upon her oath tile following: 

"My name is Carol \Veihrer. I underwent an eye operation in which full general znestllesia was administered Out the brain scrambling drugs were not effective. I therefore experienced what has come to be known as Anesthesia Awareness, in which I was able to think lucidly, hear, perceive and feel every1hing that was going on during the surgery, but I was unable to move. It burnt like the fires of hell. It was the most terrifying, torturous experience you can imagine. The experience \vas worse than death. 

To the best of my knowledge, all of the foregoing is true and correct." 

Signed: 

SWORN AND SUBSCRIBED BEFO 
I 

Carol Weihrer 
President and Founder 

Anesthesia Awareness Campaign, Inc. 
http://wv,w.anesthesiaawareness.com 

EXHIBIT 

12 
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Q]Jr ;:ir\tl 2Jork _Q:imr.s 
nyt1nles.corn 

September 16, 2004 

PRI~T'S~·FRI£!1DLY FQC:,~.l1GA,R!)EN STATE 
SP"'""SO~t:J er I+CIWPUYit'IGIHTllU.Te'.:l 

On Death Row, a Battle Over the Fatal Cocktail 
By ADAM LIPTAK 

F RANKFORT, Ky.- Edward L. Harper, the last man to be executed in this state, took 12 minutes to die. Observers on that spring evening in 1999 said he looked tranquil as an executioner pumped a series of three chemicals into him- a barbiturate to make him uncoctscious, then a paralyzing agent, and then a chemical used in road salt, to stop his heart. 

The next morning, a state medical examiner performed an autopsy. She noted, among many other things, that Mr. Harper's heart weighed 420 grams and that he was wearing a cloth scapular when he died. It said, "Whosoever has this shall not suffer eternal fire." 

The examiner's report also determined the levels of the lethal-injection chemicals in Mr. Harper's blood, drawn from three places in his corpse. 

Now, as two other Kentucky inmates face execution, their lawyers say those numbers prove that Mr. Harper was tortured to death. They say that the drug meant to make him unconscious did not work, meaning the other two drugs subjected him to suffocation and searing pain while he was wide awake but unable to move or speak. In a suit filed in Circuit Court here in August, they have asked a judge to . halt their clients' executions as cruel and unusual punishment. 

Opponents of the death penalty have filed challenges to the three-chemical combination used in Kentucky a.'1d about 30 other states in recent years. But those cases were based on speculation about the drugs' effects, and judges have dismissed many of them on procedural grounds or because medical experts assured them that the first drug was certain to produce unconsciousness and perhaps be lethal itself. 

The information in the Harper autopsy and in similar data from two other states radic.ally changes the debate over the humanity of the standard lethal injection chemicals, lawyers for the inmates here say. What had before been only a theoretical concern, they contend, turns out to be provable fact. 
David Smith, an assistant attorney general, declined to comment on the suit. The state has not yet filed a response in court. 

There is no serious dispute that the first drug, if administered properly, should be adequate to render inmates unconscious for hours. 

"If we have a working LV. and the right drugs are given in the right order, I can absolutely guarantee that there is no suffering," said Dr. Mark Dershwitz, a professor of anesthesiology at the University of Massachusetts and an expert in the effects of drugs. "The recipe itself is medically absolutely sound." 
But doctors are forbidden to participate in executions in Kentucky and many other states; and prison 

6fi-•Ex•HIIIIII!IBIIIIIIT~ ... file://C:ITEMP\The%20New%20York%20Times%20%20National%20%200n%20Death' b 
l 13: 
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personnel are generally untrained in preparing and injecting drugs. 
In an affidavit supporting the Kentucky inmates, Dr. Mark J. S. Heath, an anesthesiologist who teaches at Columbia University, wrote that there were countless ways for prison personnel to fail to deliver the first drug properly. Among them, Dr. Heath wrote, are mistakes in mixing the drug, which is stored as a powder; problems with intravenous tubes; and the possibility that "the drug may be diluted or diverted by personnel intending to use it for purposes of substance abuse." 
Earlier challenges have focused on the second drug in the typical sequence, pancuronium bromide. It paralyzes the skeletal muscles but does not affect the brain or nerves. A person injected only with it remains conscious but cannot move or speak as he suffocates. 
Nineteen states prohibit the chemical in the euthanasia of animals. 
'They couldn't kill my dog Hunter this way in Kentud:y," said Ted Shouse, a lawyer for the two inmates, Ralph Baze and Thomas C. Bowling. Mr. Baze killed a sheriff and a deputy in 1992. Mr. Bowling killed a couple and hurt their infant son in 1990. 

Some judges have said they are troubled by the use of pancuronium bromide, which makes the inmate appear serene but could in theory mask intense pain. Last year, a Tennessee judge wrote that the chemical "serves no legitimate purpose" in executions and is used only to make them "more palatable and acceptable to society" by masking the sounds and sei=es that often accompany even painless death. 

But the judge, Ellen Hobbs Lyle of Chancery Court in Nashville, said objections to the chemical were "hypothetical and metaphysical," because the first drug, a short-acting barbiturate called sodium thiopental, makes inmates unconscious while the paralyzing agent does its work. An autopsy conducted on Robert G. Coe, executed in Tennessee in 2000, the judge wrote, proved that the five grams of sodium thiopental he received first had rendered him unconscious and probably killed him before the other chemicals did their work. 

But the level of sodium thiopental found in Mr. Harper's body tells a different story, lawyers for the Kentucky inmates say. Using standards submitted by a prosecution expert in other cases, lawyers for the death row illi-nates here say there is a 67 percent to I 00 percent chance that Mr. Harper was conscious while he suffocated and felt the pain caused by the third drug, potassium chloride, which stopped his heart. The varying numbers are based on the three different blood samples. 
Dr. Dershwitz, the prosecution expert who developed the standards that the Kentucky inmates now rely on, said the levels of barbiturate found in Mr. Harper's body, which varied from 3 to 6.5 milligrams per liter, were potentially troubling. 

"The blood level should be a lot higher than seven," Dr. Dershwitz said. That is the level, he said, at which about 50 percent of people are conscious and 50 percent are unconscious. 
He said he needed more information about how the autopsies were conducted. "The level of 6.5 for heart blood may or may not have been obtained and processed in a state-of-the-art way," he said. "Until we know, that number is just uninterpretable." 

Executions in two other states have also raised concerns. Autopsies were conducted by state medical examiners after 23 executions in South Carolina and 11 in North Carolina. Under Dr. Dershwitz's 
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standards, the Kentucky inmates' lawyers say, there was a 50 percent or greater chance that eight of the condemned men were conscious throughout their executions. In one of those cases, the likelih';od was 90 percent. In four, it was I 00 percent. 

Dr. Dershwitz noted that the drug is typically put into 500 miliigram syringes, with four needed for the required two grams. 

"One of the possibilities is that instead of injecting four of these syringes they injected one," he said. Some legal experts say the debate over lethal injections misses a crucial point- that some punishment is meant to be painfuL 

"Is there something short of torture- a painful death- that can be acceptable morally and constitutional?" asked Robert Blecker, a nrofessor at New York Law School. "My answer is yes. Where ·he condemned has intentionally inflicted pain, the condemned deserves a quick but painful death." 
Whatever the reason for the low barbiturate levels in Mr. Harper's blood, opponents of the death penalty say the three-chemical combination is needlessly complicated and risky. 
Veterinarians, by contrast, typically euthanize animals with a single large dose of a longer-acting barbiturate called sodium pentobarbital. 

Susan Balliet, who also represents Mr. Baze and Mr. Bowling, along with a third lawyer, David M. Barron, refused to say whether the veterinary method was more humane. 
"It's not our job to try to figure out how to kill our clients," Ms. Balliet said. "If they come up with something that is not cruel and unusual punishment under the Eighth Amendment, we will settle this lawsuit.'' 

Co;:wrioht 2004 The New York Times Company \ Home ! Privacy Poncy \ Search \ Corrections ) ~ j J::j!tlQ J Back to Top 
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widl loss. of consciousness progressing to llnesthesiJ. \Vith e:n O\'erdose. deep .:;nesthesi<> progresses to apne~. owir.g to de?ression of the re~p:rz.~~r)· c~ntcr. which l.s followec:i bY cudi~c <lrrest. All ba~bituric Ctcid d~ri\·cti..,·es used for c.nesthesla o:.re t:~cc~ptab!e for eut~<:mas~a when adminislered intravenously. There is a rapid ons~t of acrion. and loss of consciousness induced bv barbiwr.ates results in mini· mal or trardem pain .,;socicned with venipuncture. Desircble barbiturates e~re those that :are potent. long· scting. sruble in solution. and inexpensive. Sodium pentobarbital best fits these criteria and is most widely used. although ochers such as se::obarbita! an~ also acceptable. 

Advanrages-(1) A prim:1r:y adv<lntage oi bubiturare.s is speed of <lCtion. This effect c::!epends en ;:he dose. c.oncentr;;;Uon, ro~te. ~nd r<He 'of the injection. (2) Bubitl.Jrates induce e·.;thanasia smoothly. with minii71<:! discomfon to the animal. (3) B;arbitt.:roues. c.re less e:'<pen.sive than mcny other euthanasia agents. 

Disadvamages-(l) !ntra\•en~us injectiD;"l is ne-:.'!.s.sary for besr resuhs and requires t:-~i:oeC personnel. (ZJ Each animal muse be restrained. (3) C~.:rrent f-eCe:-.:1 C\""..!g rtgu!ctlcns require srric• ac:ou;""Jting for ba:bicurztes o:r.d t~ese r7"!L.:Si be cseG under the supervision of pe:-son-:1o;.l regi.s~ered wit~ the US Drug Enforce;.)enr .;.d:ninistracion {DE.A). (·;) An aest71e~ice.lly cbjec~ionabie te:-;:-;inal gasp r.;cy oc::u:- in :..:nconsciOl!S a;;ir:J.als. (5) These drugs cend to persist in ·.he ce.:-:ass and may cat.:se seCa:ion or even de2t."> of c:.n!mals that consume rhe body. 

P.ecor.-:mer.dations-The cCvamages of using barbiturates fo: euthanasia in S7!'lall anim.als far O'..!tweigh the disaCvamages.lnrravenous i:"jec:tion of a barbituric aciC derivative is [he prefe:-Ted rnet:iod for eutha:1.as!2 of dogs. cc:.ts. other sm;aJJ animals, 2nd horses. Intraperitoneal injection may be t:sed in situations when an intravenous injection would be C:isL--essful or even dangerous. lncracardlac injection must only be "Used if the animal is heavily sedated. unconscious. or a.nestheti:::ed. 1 

Pentobarbital combinations Several euthanasia. products 2re formulated to i:ic!ude a barbituric acid derivative (csually sodium pemob2r!::tiral). with added local anesthetic a&ents or agents that metabolize to pentobarbital. Although sorne of these edditives a.re slowly cardiotoxic, this pharmacologic: effect is Inconsequential. These combi· nation products are listed by the DE.A c.s·Schedule ITI d'!i.lgs. making them somewhat shnpler to obtain. store. and admijjister than Schedule II drugs such zs sodium pentobarbital. The pharmacologic properties end. rec· ommended use of combination producrs that combine ~odiL:rn pentobarbital with lidocaine or phenj1.oin are mlerchangeable with those of p1..1re barbituric acid derivatives. 
A combination of pentobarbital with a neuro· r.-tuscular blocking agent is nor an acceptable euthan.asia agent. 

580 Re;>ort of the 1-.VMt.. Pane! on Eult12.nzs!a 

Chloral hydrc:~te 
Chlcral hyGrate depresses the cerebrum slowJv· rhe:-erc~-:.. re.s::-~<.m may be~ prcble!':"l for so:n:: 01 n;n~.:o!~: ~e~1h is cuc~ed by hypoxe~ia resulting from progresSl\'e depress ton of the resp1ratory cenrer. und rnav be preceded by gasping. muscle spasms. and vocu.Jiz<J;ion. 
Recornmendarions-Ch!oral hyd~<Jte is conditionally aC_ce_;nable ~or ~utharu.s:c of large anir:~als only when admln1srered mrrc.venol.!sly. ilnd only after sedc.Uon to decrease the aforementioned undesirc.ble side eiTecrs. Chloral hydrJ.te is not acceptable for dogs. cats. and other smaU animals because the side efTects may be sr·vere. reactions cc.n be aesthetically obj.~ctior-.able. ard ~t:Oer products ere better choices. 

T-51 
T-61 is 2.n injectable. nonbarbiturate, non-narcotic rr.ix;:wre of 3 drugs used for euthanasia. These dn:gs provide a cor.ibinatio;, of gene:-el anesthetic, curariform . .and local anesthetic actions. T·6l hz.s been wiL~cirawn f;-om the market and is no longer mznufactured or ccmme:-cia11y available in the United Stares. lr is available in Cana.da and other countries. T-61 should be used only intrcvenous!y and ar carefully monitored rates oi inje::t:on. because there is some question as to the c:rrerenr.!aJ abso:-ption anC onset of c.ction of the c.crive jjjgredients when administered by oth'i::r routes.' 

Tric.aine mf:!th.ane sulfonate (MS 222, TMS} t~IS 222 is commercially available zs t:-icaine me~hane sulfonate (11\-15). which can be used for the euthanasia ci amp:Ubiz.ns a.nd flsh. Tricaine is c benwic ccid Cerivat;ve a.nd, ln water of low alkalinity (< 50 :ngll. aS CaCo:J: tJ"le sol1..1tion should be buffered with socii~T:"l bicc.~bonate.'~ A 10 giL stock solution c:an be ma::ie, and sodium bicarbonate added to saru:-c:.tion resulr:ng ln a pH be.t'Neoe.n 7.0 and 7.5 fa!' the solution: The stock solution should be stored in a dark brown bon!e. and refrigerated or frozen i[ possible. The solution should Ot replaced monthly and any time a biOWjj color is obse.r.,.>ed.acl For e•Jt:haru.sia. a concent.'"Ct.ion ~ 250 mg/L is recomme.nde:' .. and flS;~ should ~ left in this sclution for at least 10 rniru.:.tes following cessation of open:u!ar !'"':werner.~.~ ln the United Stat~. there is c 21 -Cay \vii:hdr.a¥.-a.l time forMS 222: t:he:refore.lt 1s not .approp:-iate for euthanasia of animals intended for food. 
Potassium chloride in conjunction with prior general anesthesia A.lthough unacceptable .and condemnt.d. when used i~ unanaesthetiZed .animals, the me of .a supenat· urated solution. of potassium chloride injected intravenously or intracudially in an animal under general anesthesia is an accepteble: method to produce cardiac arrest and death. The potassium ion is cardiotoxic. 2nd rapid intravenous or lntracardi.ac administration of 1 to 2 rnr.'l.oLikg of body weight will cause cudiac errest. This is a preferred injectable techrtique for euthan:asia of livestock or wildlife spe:cJe..s to reduce Che risk of toxicosis for predators or se2vengers in situations \l.•here carcasses cf euthc.natized animals may be consurn~.""'11 
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Advzn!ZD'es-{1) Pot<:!SS1Ur:'l chloride 1S nm c; con-• 
d . trolled substance. h ls e<Jsily ~cquired. trans pone . <Jnc mi:xed in the f:eld. (2) Potassium chloride. when used with appropriate methods to :enCer an animal unconscious. results in a carcz.ss thar is potentially·le.ss toxic for scaven,gers and predators in cases where carcass dtspos;;~l is impossible or impractical. 

Dis.co'van!zge-Rippling of r:-:uscle tissue and c:Jo:'"lic spasms may occur on or shordy afte:- i:ijection. 
Remmmendarions-It is oi utmost imponance that personnel pe:-forming this technique ere trained and knowleC.geable in 2nesther.ic techniques. and are competent in assessin5 an<::sthetic depth c.ppropriate for administration of porassh.1m chloride intr<!venously. Aciministrction of poi:.c.ssium chioride intravenously requires anim:als to be ln a surgical pi.c.ne of an'!sthesia characte;iz.ed by loss of consciousness. loss of reflex ~.~usde rescor.se. end los.s of respome to nc.xiot.:.s stirnuli. Saturated potassium chloride .solutions .are effective in causing cardiac 2rrest foliowing npid btracardiac or lmravenous injection. Residua! tissue conc~n· motions ci general anesthetics after anesthetic indue· tio:"l h.c.ve not been documented. \Vhereas no s.:cvenger toxicoses have been repor.e:::! w:th pot.c.ssium chlo:-iCe in co:nbinati:m with a general c.nes;.hetic, prope:- car· cass disposal sho'..!.ld :::.Jways be anemp<ed to prevent possible toxicosis by coruump;.icn of a c2rcass comzminateC wit:O ge:-oeral eneschetics. 

Undccept.able injectable ;agents 
When used alo:1e, the i:)_jectable age:1ts listed tn Appendix 4 (strychnine. nicotine. cafTeine. magnesium sulfa!~. potassium chloride. cleaning agen:.s. solvents, disi:-tlectants and o:her toxins or salts. and all neuromuscu~ar blocking agents) are unacceptable end are absoh.!tely co:-lde.mned for u.se as euthanasia agents. 

PHYSICAL METHODS Physical methods of euthanz..sic. include captive bolt, gunshot. cervical c!.islocation. decapitaUon. electrocution. r:-.icrowave ifr.!diation. kill tr2ps. thoracic ccmp:-ession. exsangubation. s~unning, and pithing. . -.... fhen properly used by skjlled pe:-sonnel witl"l wenr:-lai.i:ained equipment, phy.;ical methods of euthanasia may result .in less fear cnC an:"iety and be more rcpid. painless. humcne. and pr.ac:.ica! than other forms of euthanasia. Exs.anguination. stuTining. :and pithing are not recommended as z sole means of euthanzsic., but should be considered adjuncts to other agents or methods . 
Some consider physical methods of -euthanasia aesthetically cllipleasing. The~ are occasions, howev:er, when what is perceived. zs ae.s~etic and what is most humane are in conflict. Physical methods may be the most appropriate method for euthan.asi:a and rapid relie.f of pain and suffering in cert.c.ln situations. Personnel performing physical methods of euthanasia must be well trained and monitored for each type of ph_ysi~l technique perfor:r.1ed. That per.;:on must also be sensitive to the aesthetic irnplica:icn.s of the method and ir.form onlooker.; about what they should expect when possible. . 

JA\'MA. Vel 218. No. 5. f:'J~rch 1, 2001 

Sin~e most physlc:cl methoCs involve traum<:~. there is inherent risk for animals and hurn<J.ns. Extreme care <~nd caution should be used. Skill and expe:-ience of personnel is essential. If the method is not performed correcti): <~nim<lls and personnel may bt: injured. Inexperie:1ced persons should be trained by experienced persons end should pr<lctice on cart:2-sses or <~nesthetlzed animals to be e!.!th<matized U:itil they are proficient in pe:-forrning the method properly and hurn.c..nely. \.Vhen done appropriately. the panel considers most physical methods conditionally acceptable for euti-.ar,asia. 

Penetrating captive bolt 
A penetrating caPtive bolt is used for euthZn2Sia of rur.~i•lants. horses. swine. laboratory rabbits. and dog.s.1""'ltS mode of zction is concussion and tr.auma to the cerebra} hemisphere .a11d brainstem.•tl'l.~<~ C.c.pti.ve bolt guns are powered by gunpowder or cornpre.ssed air a:1d rnusr provide suiT"tcient energy to penetrate the skull of the species on which they a:-e being used. 1

"' Adeqwate restraint is important to ensure proper placeme:~t of ;:he captive bolt. A cerebral hemisph~re and the brainstem r:1ust b-e sufficiently disl""l!pted by the projectile to induce sudden loss of consciousness and subsequent death. Accurate placement of captiv~ bolts for v2riou.s species h2s been described.•~-111 A multiple projec;.ile has been Sl..!ggested as a more eiTe:tive tech· r.ique. especially for luge canle.•~~t 
A nc:ipe:1et:ating czp:ive bolt only s~uns anima!s and s~o\.!ld not be used :as a sol-e mezns of euthanasia (see ~S.t·..:nning- under~ Adjunctive Methods-). 
Ajvantage-The penetrating captive bolt is an e!fe:tive method of el.!thanasic.. for use t:1 slaughterhouse5. !n research facilities, and on the fa:-:n when use of drugs !s inappropriate. 

Disad~'2nlages-(l) It ls aestheticclly displeasing. (2) De;:th may not occur if equipment is not maintained :and used properly. 

Recommendations-Use of the pener....-ating ccptive bolt is c.n acceptable and practir-al metJ-;.,d of euth2f·.asia for horses. ruminants. and swine. 1t is conditionally 2.cceptable in other c.ppropriate .spe::ies. :rhe··~ion~ pene~:-:ating ca?tive bo!t :nus~ not be "USe~ ... s a soh! method of euthanasia. 

Euthanasia by .a blow to the head Euthanasia by a blow to the head must be evaluated i:1 terms of the an:atomk featu~ of the species on which it1s to be performed. A blow to the head can be a humane method of euthanasia for neonatal animals with thin craniums, such as young pigs. if a single sharp blow delivered to the centre! skull bones With sufficient force can produce immediate depres$\on of the central nervot.:S system and destruction of brain tis~ sue. When properly performed. loss of consciousness is rapid. The anatomic features of neonual a.lves, however. make a blow to the head in this species unacceptable. Penonnel performing euthanasia by t.:Se of a blow to the head musr. be properly tnined and monitored for proficiency with thls method of euthanasia. and they must be aY.-are of its aesthetic implications. 
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